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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF RECENT MEXICAN THEATRE, 1967-1973.

PAULINE APPLEBAUM

As late as the 1950s, Mexican theatre was still large¬
ly oriented to plays from Europe.

The successful production

of original plays by Xavier Villaurrutia and Rodolfo Usigli
became an inspiration to Mexican playwrights.

The purpose of

this thesis is to examine fifteen works of the youngest play¬
wrights .
Chapter I deals with those plays whose theme is Alien¬
ation and Estrangement.

Chapter II deals with those whose

topic is mainly Eros and Frustration.

Chapter II contains

those plays which treat of Adolescence and the Generation
Gap, while Chapter IV covers two plays whose theme is Philo¬
sophic Inquiry and Conflict.
It is our

purpose to demonstrate the validity of Mexi¬

can theatre produced by its own playwrights.

It will also be

seen that universality of theme does not diminish the origi¬
nality and artistry of their presentation.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, under the broad influence of Europe
over Mexico’s life, little theatre that could be called in¬
digenous was produced, despite a vast cultural heritage. In
the period of the upheavals of several revolutions, slight
attention was paid to cultural matters.
The western hemisphere in general became more aware
of internationalism during and after World War I.

Mexico

achieved some political stability thereafter and, by 1928,
two small theatres--Teatro de Orientacicfn, and Teatro de
Ulises--had been established.

The years 1939-1942 saw the

founding of ”E1 Teatro de México,” as an important stimulant
of technical, scenic, and directorial talents.

The full

benefits of social, political, and economic advances had as
yet to be felt.

The year 1949 saw the establishment of a

modern theatre--Teatro de Caracol.

Yet it was foreign plays

that received attention, until the influence of Xavier
Villaurrutia and Rodolfo Usigli became strong.
ducts differed.

Their pro¬

Villaurrutia*s theatre was intellectual,

but rich in suggestion within its realism;

Usigli’s work

falls into the classic mold, harmonizing ideologically with
human elements to create a poetic composite.^
1
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Mexico then received influences that were at work
elsewhere, whether from the United States, France, Spain, or
Italy.^

Celestino Gorostiza, noted Mexican poet and critic,

acknowledged that the door should remain open for all tech¬
niques and types of theatre, on the condition that the con¬
nection with the public should not be sundered, inasmuch as
Mexican theatre has learned by its own experience that when
the theatre removes itself from the people, it begins to
cease being theatre.-*
Mexico's last thirty years have seen political stabil¬
ity, sharp economic development and social betterment.

The

Instituto Politécnico Nacional has been the incubator of
most of the new dramatic talent.

The Instituto de Bellas

Artes does not appear to have nurtured as much theatrical
talent as the IPN, although both have been recipients of
government grants designed for the purpose.

Such grants

appear to have been insufficient even when regular, but it
should not be surprising that a form of self-censorship
exists among playwrights.

However, their products are less

spectacular and numerous than those of the other fields of
literature.

The Government controls the price of theatre

tickets which, until early 1970, was about one dollar U.S.
Few make a living in the theatre, depending upon other means
such as television, movies, etc., for their basic income.^
The voice of hunger and political and social upheaval
appears to be quiet in the course of this recent period,
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whose span is approximately that of the age of all of the
playwrights being discussed, which is not to say that the
element of criticism of society and reality is not present.
It most certainly is; There is often also poetry in the
richness of the language used.

And in the vulgarities of

its naturalism, there is an undercurrent of anger.

While

not didactic, the plays provide a thought-provoking philoso¬
phy;

there is challenge and realism in the themes.
Influence or inspiration from English-language books

and music, not necessarily from the United States, but from
England as well, discloses to the American how far-reaching
are the effects of our literary heritage, such as "Moby Dick,"
our foreign affairs, such as the Vietnam War,

of the corro¬

sive effect of the Beatles, etc., upon a society that has
heretofore been exceptionally tradition-oriented.

Conflicts,

situations or themes which might at first appear to be purely
Mexican in thrust, prove to be a reflection of a universal
problem or state of affairs.
Besides language often bordering upon the poetic,
there is also a subtle and varied sense of humor, and the
characters’ expressions are in tune with the people por¬
trayed.

This aids in attracting a public which is, numeri¬

cally speaking, more faithful to the cinema and television
than to the direct contact with actors and the state.
In this study, fifteen plays by the younger Mexican
dramatists are analyzed.

The text is an anthology entitled
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Teatro Joven de Mexico and its editor is Emilio Carballido,
himself an outstanding dramatist.^

It is our intention to

underline the main currents and trends and place them in the
perspective of contemporary theatre in general.
Chapter I deals with those plays whose theme is
Alienation and Estrangement.

Chapter II deals with those

whose topic is mainly Eros and Frustration.

Chapter III

contains those plays which treat of Adolescence and the
Generation Gap, while Chapter IV covers two plays whose
theme is Philosophic Inquiry and Conflict.
It is interesting to observe that those ideas applied
to matters purely Mexican are in the minority.

All, however,

contain a picture of despair, loneliness, and estrangement
from the world about them.

"Arrieros"

(muleteers),

"Aleluyas" (Bible-thumpers) , and "Soplete" (Welder), are
Mexican without being "costumbrista."

Based on the theme of

estrangement from reality, though not particularly Mexican,
"Marlon Brando" adds another insight of value besides point¬
ing particularly toward American inspiration.
Most of the plays in this treatise are one act.
To the credit of their creators, it should be noted that this
is a more difficult medium than longer plays--theme, message,
character development, climax, all need fruition in limited
time.

Language, the use of proper words that in themselves

carry color and stimulation to the hearer's imagination, is
of prime importance.

There seldom can be time for complex
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convolusions of psychological developments of the individual,
so that many of the protagonists in these plays are unidi¬
mensional, depending upon "asides" or comments by others for
wider portrayal of an individual character.
Where the plays develop in monologue form, as "Estoy
enamorado" (I am in love with your sister), "Colmillos"
(Eyeteeth), the characters develop from inferences gathered
from their own words.

The humor of the farcical situations,

such as in "Hacha" (Hatchet) and "Paletero" (Ice-cream ven¬
dor), is graceful and smoothly subtle.
It is doubtful that "Los Gatos" (The cats) or "Minimo"
(Minimum) comply with Gorostiza's advice or will appeal to a
wide Mexican public.

Because of the "absurd" structure, the

alienation theme of "Gatos" and the philosophical inquiry
theme of "Minimo" will quite possibly require too high a de¬
gree of analysis from any public, Mexican or otherwise,
which thinks of theatre as spectacle or entertainment.
^Antonio Espina, El teatro mexicano contemporaneo,
p. 18.
2

Ibid.
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Ibid.

^Joanne Pottlitzer, "Theatre of a Forgotten Continent"
The Drama Review (T 46, Winter 1970), p. 36.
^Teatro joven de Mexico, Organizacion Editorial Novaro, S. A. (All quotations are from this edition and the page
numbers will be indicated where required.)

CHAPTER I
ALIENATION AND ESTRANGEMENT

The individual has an image of himself according to
which he regulates his actions, consciously or not. The play¬
wright portrays that individual both as he sees himself and
as others see him.

The single interior image may be all-

sufficient to itself, yet not fit into the mold of the world
about.

It becomes a law unto itself and can lead to destruc¬

tion, whether to self, surroundings, or both.
"Marlon Brando's" protagonist was a misfit in ordinary
life.

As fortune would have it, he was successful as an ac¬

tor, thus in an opposite way also a misfit from the average
world.

Believing himself to be what he was not, he wound

about him a cocoon of isolation which eventually severed any
connection to reality, humanity or feeling for others.

So

alien to the world was he that he could commit horrendous
murder for the sake of publicity, justifying it because he
had the stellar role.
So also "El Soplete"--self-enclosed, blindly thrash¬
ing out at the world he hates because it does not understand
him and which, in turn, he has not the ability to understand.
Alone, spiritually bankrupt, aloof from sentimental
6
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attachment, these two characters whose lives are so widely
divergent are nevertheless alike as, believing themselves
victims, they act out a life that victimizes others.
Estrangement, both being strange and being made
strange, solitary in a sea of antagonism, applies to "Los
arrieros con sus burros," as well as to the evangelists of
"Ahi vienen los Aleluyas."

All are victims of society.

For the muleteers, the ineffectual beating of their
wings against a wall of indifference or hate takes its final
toll in their complete annihilation.

Their emotions have

been battered beyond tolerance and their degradation reaches
a point of morbidity when the final scene shows that their
hopelessness will probably be passed on to the next genera¬
tion.
The "Aleluyas" are as equally unprepared for another
way of life.

The villagers are strangers to the ways of

these outsiders.

The true depth of the language and the

customs of the area are strangers also as the Aleluyas
flounder in the chasm of differences.

The country confuses

and shuts them out, drives them on and on.

But in this play,

their illusions of some day finding a home sounds a note of
hope, sad and foreboding though it be.
These plays are all tragedies.

In "Marlon Brando"

and "Soplete," it is in the inability to see one’s self in
relation to others.

The "Arrieros" are inadequate for the

task of living in the modern world.

The "Aleluyas" are
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lost themselves while carrying the self-image of saving
others.
"Los Gatos" is a bizarre title for a tale told in an
absurd, disjointed manner. "Peter" the cat, is reluctantly
sold so that Din and Don may pay their bills.

Their idea¬

lism makes of them "queer" people, but when they sell the
cat, their minds turn to business, buying and selling, and
they fit into the norm of the world about them.

Similarly,

Polo has wilfully estranged himself from his father and the
current of the practical world that surrounds him.
fuses to conform.

He re¬

Only the threat of a fine makes him final¬

ly capitulate to the pressures of the materialistic world.
He is no longer estranged, he becomes part of the commercia¬
lized world about him.

This is a cynical, reverse approach

to the theme of being a human islands-to make idealism an
isolation, rather than insensitivity. •
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MARLON BRANDO ES OTRO

(Marlon Brando is Another)

by Oscar Villegas

Cast of Characters:

Two men--Juan Sebastian Luna and Martin Alonso
Group of photographers and reporters
Crowd of sundry people
The father
The mother
The brothers and sisters
The police agents and their chief
The attorney
The young man

Only the two men have a name

One Act

Place: An airport terminal
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Oscar Villegas, born in 1943, studied plastic arts,
subsequently becoming the Principal of the School of Drama
of the National Institute of Bellas Artes in Mexico City.
He has studied Theory of the Drama and Composition and has
worked with the noted Mexican short-story writer, Juan José
Arreola.
Villegas has published a book of poetry and several
plays, most of which have been staged in theatre workshops.
His "Santa Catarina" won the only prize awarded by the offi¬
cial office in 1969 and he received a scholarship to the
Mexican Writers’ Organization where he studied for a time.
His work, "Marlon Brando es otro," (Marlon Brando is
Another) is brechtian in its distancing of the protagonist
from the audience.

It is an example of the concern with a

universal theme, that of estrangement from reality.

That

Villegas should have chosen such a title might be interpreted
as using this particular successful actor as his specific
target of satire.
The insidious influence of the United States, tending
further toward the effect of remoteness and snobbishness, can
be noted in this very use of an American actor's name.

The

opening scene has Juan Sebastiân Luna and Martin Alonso greet
each other in a double exchange of "Good morning" in English,
subsequently greeting each other familiarly in Spanish and
continuing in Spanish to reveal that an eighteen-year old
has killed four women and a child at gunpoint in a beauty
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parlor.

The schizophrenic theme is immediately set by them

in the statement that "our actor's name is Robert Benjamin...
or Benjamin Robert..." (21) and the reply that he (this ac¬
tor)

would act out all he secretly dreamt ôf being because

he "knows that is not what he is" (21).
title can have a twofold interpretation.

Note that even the
It may mean "Mar¬

lon Brandon is another (one)" or it can also mean that "Mar¬
lon Brandon is somebody else."

The latter seems a more

adequate translation.
The method of exposition is entirely through dialogue:
the audience is not a witness to the activities or happenings
discussed.

A background is constructed from what might be

called an eavesdropper's view as the state of affairs is di¬
vulged from snatches of conversation from photographers, re¬
porters, and the crowd who we now learn are collected at an
airport arrival terminal.

The actor's personal background

emerges from fragments of testimony to the police investiga¬
tors.

The technique employed by the author is that of casual

small talk intertwined with reference to the crime, its per¬
petrator and its victims.

But we know nothing more about the

perpetrator than that he acted alone.
Thus far, a complete character sketch and a statement
of the case has been made.

We have not yet seen the protago¬

nist, but sight unseen, the audience has been influenced
against him.
In Scene 3, we see the police, parents, and family.
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The father asks that the police comprehend that he can say
nothing, while the mother repeats that "it cannot be, it
cannot be" (22).

This incredulity is repeated in Scene 5

(24) but it could be interpreted as estrangement from reali¬
ty also, though possibly related to hope.
Scene 4 consists of twenty-six disconnected phrases
with nondescript personages in scattered talk, before the
police build up a picture of the character of the as yet un¬
seen protagonist-culprit.

They state that he was queer, had

had few friends, was not liked even by his brothers, had got
drunk after being expelled from school and turned down by
his sweetheart.

They speak of the mother's concern for him

and that nothing had been heard from him after his father
had thrown him out of the house.

This scene serves to build

up interest and tension in the unfolding story.
Scene 5, page 24, serves as a diversion from the
buildup.

In it, the attorney, the family, and the police

are all present but it is the attorney who is speaking and,
while expressing condolences to the relatives of the victims,
he appears to be turning the occasion into the possibility of
creating an organization for early recognition of deviatory
conduct in children.

While the father remains stoic, the

mother repeats, "It cannot be,..."
The action takes on speed in Scene 6 as the loudspeak¬
er:

announces the arrival of the plane.

Photographers, re¬

porters, and the crowd rush to get sight of the arrival. A
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handsome young man arrives, under guard, and the stacatto
questions directed at him reveal that he is a successful ac¬
tor.

He admits he committed the crime.

His reason was that

he wanted the notoriety, what is important to him is that he
should have the stellar role.

He considers himself unique

and he admires the public that admires him.
The key question directed to him by the reporters is,
"What do you think of Marlon Brando?"
Marlon Brando?"

His reply is, "Who is

The reporter explains that Marlon Brando is

another actor and the young man retorts, "I am better."
Without knowing who Marlon Brando is, he knows that he is
better.
There is distortion as the questions he receives re¬
lating to his career and to the crime are answered with
statements that all of his pictures have been good, his
opinion of himself is of the highest, his brother had abused
him as a child, his mother should not worry, but as for his
father, he has none.

His disconnected sentences reveal that

he feels he has no need to run from the police, his attorney
and press agent will attend to it all.
to rest.

All he wishes now is

When asked to say something to the public, he says,

"Good evening."
This perturbing scene of miscomprehension and non-com¬
munication closes as he and the others leave and a flight
announcement comes over the loudspeaker.
Scene 7 is in darkness.

All is silent.

The young man
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is seen behind prison bars.

That this scene should be in

darkness is symbolic of the darkness for that young man when
he is left alone with himself.
This short work, presented in seemingly naive fashion,
has many themes subtly interwoven.

The mother in her stunned

incredulity in the face of what is happening appears as an¬
other form of removal from reality.

The attorney in scene 5

appears to be grasping at an opportunity for personal publi-r.
city as he states that the actor's parents would be interested
in aiding all parents faced with latent mental weakness in
their offspring.

This may also be interpreted as the opening

wedge in the defense plea.
With the arrival of the young actor, the theme of the
ego, the extent to which the egoist might go to feed the
vanity of his self-image, is immediately apparent.

Within

this theme is also that of the newspaper reporters' own selfinterest in the questions designed more for sensational news
than concern for the fate of either the perpetrator or the
victims of the crime.

Their questions are mainly more inter¬

ested in gossip about the unreal world of the cinema than
about the real world where the multiple murders occurred.
Their questions are matched by this young actor’s retort:
"What do you think of Marlon Brando?"
--"Who is Marlon Brando?"
"He's another actor."
--"I am better.
Excellent...." (26)
The silence of the final scene is both ominous and
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significant.

The actor who has been behind the bars of un¬

reality is now behind real bars.

His isolation and estrange¬

ment have betrayed him to reality.
In one short act, Villegas leaves the spectator with
a challenging question.

Will the young actor, referring back

to the opening scene "because he knows that is not what he
is," pursue that inmost knowledge and recognition to the
point of suffering the confrontation and possible remorse,
or will he further imprison himself behind the bars of
dementia?

i
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LOS ARRIEROS CON SUS BURROS POR LA HERMOSA CAPITAL
(The Muleteers
with their Donkeys through the beautiful Capital.)
by Willebaldo L6pez G.

Cast of Characters:

The father, age 45, hard-working, sober, honest
The son, submissive, dependent upon the father
The mother, direct, outspoken, subject only to her
husband, uncomplainingly hard working, secure of
her matronly position
The son’s wife, not in awe of her husband, though
in presence of mother*-in-law, is respectful to him
The German woman, corpulent, ugly, surrounded by
assortment of beverages, has marked foreign
accent, aggressive manner
The Gringa, mature woman with good figure, cloyingly
sweet of manner, inadequate comprehension of Spanish
The Gringa’s maid
The politician
The sales agent
The middle-class couple
Tourists and guides
The child
Scenes: Stylized Realism
Places: The city, the country, the final scene with
son surrounded by bars
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Willebaldo Lôpez G., born in 1944, is a graduate of
the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes in Mexico City and
has received a scholarship from the Mexican Association of
Writers.
This work had its initial performance in 1967 at the
Hidalgo Theatre of Mexico City, winning one of the first
prizes of the Spring Contest.

In this play L6pez also re¬

ceived honorable mention as actor.
His later work--"Cosas de Muchachos" (Boys'. Affairs)-won him, by an unusual jury decision, two first prizes. One
was the "Celestino Gorostiza" award, and the other the "B"
award.

This play has had more than four hundred performances.

In both 1969 and 1972, he received prizes for his "La Oscuridad ya estâ vieja, ya no espanta a la verdad" (Darkness Is
Already Aged: It No Longer Frightens Truth), and his "Yo soy
Juarez" (I am Juarez).

He is presently working on another

play.
Against a background of two worlds within the greater
whole which is Mexico, Los Arrieros con sus burros (The Mule¬
teers with their Donkeys) tells the story of the peasant
woodcutters who try to get a better price for their firewood
by selling it in the Capital.

This is their attempt to es¬

cape the monopoly of the local purchaser.

The predominant

theme is that of incapacity to understand the world beyond
their provincial home.

The result is despair and spiritual

annihilation as their helplessness and loneliness are force-
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fully impressed upon them.

Unlike The Weavers of Gerhart

Hauptmann,1 with which this theme could be compared, there
is no revolt, no obvious propaganda, only defeat.
After the introduction of the tone of pessimism set
by the song of submission and dishonor in the first stanza,
heard in the opening scene of the play, we see the tourists
and the guides, their voices diminishing, but not their
gesticulating, as the scene changes to the countryside.

The

second stanza of the same introductory song holds a note of
revolt, but it is a conciliatory revolt.

Although the words

"sûbete al cruel y opresor"^ (105) are violent, the tone of
submission predominates in the repetition of the refrain,
"Mirando al suelo voy, mi rendiciôn.. .mi deshonorV^

(105).

The feeling of the song is in keeping with the fatalistic,
patiently suffering nature of the Mexican peasant.
In the country, we see the preparations which involve
the borrowing of neighbors’ donkeys for the transportation
of the firewood to the Capital in the expectation of getting
better prices there*

When the villagers taunt each other,

the theme of male dominance in home life enters.

It is ex¬

posed as being only a ''front" to comply with what the society
expects.

In the case of the father, there is the unspoken

understanding between him and his wife that he will be out¬
wardly in command but in actuality is relatively permissive
and affectionate.

All this establishes an atmosphere of

neighborliness, complete respect from son to father and
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mother, and a simple but honorable life style for all of the
villagers.

The mother emerges as a strong aid to the father

who is at the helm of the family’s affairs.
The third scene is again the city.

The keynote is

again the tourists and their banalities, led by the guides
who cater to what they believe to be the desires of the tour¬
ists.

The yells to the donkeys and loud announcements that

they have firewood for sale predict the approach of the wood¬
cutters.
Here the foreign resident in Mexico is introduced.
The first encounter is with the stereotype female German,
heavy of accent, body and manner, feeling superior to the
native Mexican and ill-mannered in treatment of the peasant
who is trying to sell his firewood.

This scene ends with the

sound of the "sôbate" ...a nadie le importa que tengas dolor"
("rub yourself...nobody cares if you are in pain") which was
a part of the opening refrain.
The second encounter is with the politician whose ini¬
tial aversion is promptly overcome by his vision of the op¬
portunity to use these simple and poor folk as a publicity
background for his speech.

This scene ends in the sound of

the same refrain, "Sôbate..." as a maidservant, dressed in¬
congruously for her job, makes a momentary appearance.
The third encounter is with the maidservant of the
Gringa--an older womanr-well preserved and by means of amply
revealing clothing, proffering proof of it.

To her, the
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woodcutters are curiosities for photographing.

Here the

servant demonstrates the contagion of superiority that af¬
fects foreigners' employees toward their own people, while
the Gringa shows the absence of understanding of the people
of the host country, whether in language, customs, or living
conditions.

As, due to the misunderstanding, the men and

their donkeys depart hastily, the theme refrain is again
heard.
The fourth encounter is with the tradesman, a descend¬
ant of the early colonizers.

Immediately, a class distinc¬

tion is set up in the formal address to the storekeeper and
his reply in the familiar to the peasant woodcutter.

Disdain

penetrates his bargaining with the woodcutter and is openly
expressed throughout, with bargaining reaching insults cul¬
minating in the accusation that it was through the colonizer
that the native became civilized.(118).

The father, reaching

the limit of his patience, replies that they had done for the
country what the donkey had done for the grass, which makes
the "gachupîn" yell for the police. The muleteers retreat
hastily and we promptly hear the screech of brakes, the toot¬
ing of horns.

We see the traffic

policeman reading the news¬

paper while he erratically turns the traffic signals on and
off.
The following segment (118) shows the father begging
the policeman for help.

The policeman is indifferent when

he learns the woodcutters have no money, as contrasted with
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the same policeman's effusive politeness to the tourist
Gringo who is asking for directions in pigdin Spanish (119).
Two donkeys have been killed.

The policeman advises that

should he collect the four hundred pesos each from the motor¬
ists that have run them down, the fine to the woodcutter for
bringing the animals there would exceed the compensation
as he threatens them away.

The father and son call to the

animals left to them and the next segment (120-1) leads them
to a scene demonstrating the frail joys of a middle-class
Mexican family.
Here, the salesman of the "Electric Motors Company"
has succeeded in getting the down payment on a stove and a
television set.

The lower middle-class husband is barely

able to read the prestigious name of the foreign company to
whom he is committing himself for another twenty-three pay¬
ments of five hundred pesos each.

The wife is ecstatic in

her illusion of material possessions.

However, they are not

willing to pay fifteen pesos for a load of firewood which
they actually need, offering to pay only eight, because
"aquî la vida estâ dura...Hay que pagar renta..." (life here
is very hard...there is rent to pay...)

(132).

The theme of

the foreign company doing business in Mexico, the inadequate
preparation educationally of the lower classes and their
hunger for luxuries, have been introduced in this segment.
A group of ragamuffins frighten the donkeys.

They

take to the street, the father and son anxiously after them.
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Brakes screech, horns sound, the result is further slaughter.
The father's beaten spirit denies the son's desire to seek
the police and they decide to go back home with the only
animal left.
As they exit, two drunkards are heard in song as they
sprawl on the ground.

An ancient beggar-woman and a prosti¬

tute talking with an angry pimp appear.

The father is taken

aback on realizing that he is lost and in an unsavory neigh¬
borhood.

The scene becomes sordid, brechtian, or reminiscent

of Maxim Gorky's Lower Depths^ - the beggar-woman pestifer¬
ously asking for a piece of the firewood if they cannot give
her money, the pimp taking up her cause and threatening the
father with a knife;

the prostitute encouraging her pimp,

with the drunks in sodden chorus and the steady litany of
the beggar throughout the scene.

The last donkey is appro¬

priated by the pimp as the first act closes on a peak of ex¬
citement and sympathy for the miserable woodcutters.
The second act opens with a blind beggar and his
guitar; the scene is in the country.

Behind the beggar are

the shadows of the son dragging his father, who is now drunk.
The beggar's song is a eulogy of drunkenness, in the vulgar
terms of "chînguere" (124).

The father, in the first act,

never took a drink, was an abstemious man.

By this scene,

«

we are told that his misfortune has brought him to this state
and that his son has had to guide him back home.
gotten no money, only liquor.

They had
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The return to the mother develops the theme or shame
as father accuses son of having lost the money with which to
compensate the neighbors who had lent them the donkeys.

The

mother wishes them to get back to work but the son is deter¬
mined to leave home, feeling they cannot make enough to pay
off the debt.

This scene ends in darkness, lighting up as

the transition effect of the tourists and their guides ap¬
pear, with the tourists gawking and gaping in the direction
of the guides’ indications.
The following scene (129) is back in the saloon dis¬
trict of the Capital with the drunks plying cards with the
pimp, the beggar-woman repeating her singsong petitioning.
The sudden appearance of the son is followed by that of the
prostitute whom, we learn, he has been bullying for money.
The son’s language has changed.

It is blustering, brave,

aggressive, as he confronts the pimp who is defending the

prostitute after she agrees to give him an increased percent¬
age of her earnings.
fight.

The pimp is murdered in the ensuing

In this highly charged scene, a still higher peak of

revulsion is achieved when the beggar-woman returns to the
dead body to extricate the lethal knife.
Now a transition is achieved as we see the son desper¬
ately seeking shelter from the police, reaching the home of
the couple who had bought the television and the stove. They
are now six notes behind in payment and the company agent is
repossessing the two items, with the wife embracing the tele-
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vision and begging that they leave it.

Police whistles are

heard, the theme song returns in the background, and the son
resumes his flight.
Arriving at the house of the German woman, he is
frightened away by her alarm and calls for the police. The
effect of her words is not that of fear,

but of hatred, as

she calls him "Caca! De nuevo la caca!" (132) (Excrement!
Again the excrement!)
Running to the house of the politician, the fugitive
cannot even be heard through the politician's constant repe¬
tition of his own personal theme song, "Solo yo, yo, yo,
yo..." (132) (only I, I, I, I...).
And so he comes to the house of the Gringa.

She is

seated at an easel and does not listen to his pleas for
money; his urgency makes him approach her closely.
terprets this as sexual advances, which she enjoys.

She in¬
This

theme of anti-foreigners has reappeared here, now elaborated
to show the American woman as essentially eros-oriented,
without modesty or selectivity.

The Gringa brings him into

her home while the sirens of the police cars are heard, and
the scene changes to the country.
In this segment (133-4), the son, now wearing Americantype clothing, returns home.

By the clothes, we know he has

been staying with the Gringa.

There is deceleration of the

action as the son learns that his father has committed Sui¬
cide.

There is mordant humor, too, as the son asks why they
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had not told the father to await him and the wife replies,
"Pos, porque ya estaba dijunto..." (135) (Well, because he
was already defunct...).

The wife, replying to an "Is it

you?" question, answers, "Pos que no me ves la jeta?" (134)
(Well, can't you see my "mug"?)

The family insists on going

to the Capital even though he has brought the money to pay
off the debts.

Here, one might note, that the stay with the

Gringa put money into his pockets. Despite his protest, they
leave.

The scene is darkened, the city appears, with tour¬

ists, guides, cameras, and picturef.taking.
The son is seen drinking from a bottle, his son is
cleaning the shoes of the tourists in expectation of tips,
the mother and wife are trying to sell to. and bargain with
the tourists.

When the tourists leave, the son demands the

money from the women, answering their protests by saying that
he will be saving it for the education of his child.

We see

here the valor of the women and the already obliterated spir¬
it of the son.

This might be a picture of a segment of Mexi¬

can society where it is the women who uphold and endure in
the face

of adversities.

The return of the tourists, who are being primed by the
guides on the topic of folklore, brings out the family in
simple costume change, dancing in a simple motion.

The

guides' pretence of pride in returning the money the tourists
toss at the "dancers" relates to the theme of the sense of
superiority felt by the guides because of their more privi-
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leged-work situation.

The son angrily attempts to retrieve

the money, thus creating a noisy scandal.

All run away,

shouting, leaving only the family.
The next scene shows the family weeping before a
large enclosure behind which is the son, who confesses he
had been too ashamed to explain why he had not wanted to go
back to the Capital.

But he vows that his son will amount

to something, he will be somebody, h£ will amount to some¬
thing (138).
The lights flash and change.
women are frightened.

It becomes dark.

The

The ghost of the father appears and

says, "And I also said that.
his son, etc., etc." (138).

And your son will say that of
The frightened son turns to his

child in anguish, "Tû si, mi hijo! (139)

(You, yes, my son).

The child comes forward on the stage and asks doubtfully,
"Yo siiii?" shrugging his shoulders> turning his back, so
that the audience may see a bottle in his back pocket.

The

scene is completely immobilized as the tourists with their
guides once again come by, admiringly repeating the banali¬
ties of their stupidity and lack of understanding of what
theyy are seeing.
Aside from the main theme of alienation and despair
when faced with the indifference and cruelty of the big city,
other themes are interlaced in this drama.

Political satire

is exemplified where the politician attempts to pay them a
few pesos and keep them for publicity background for his
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speech,

M

Les prometo una gloria, todo un paraîso... ” (114)

(I promised you glory, everything a paradise...)*

There is

criticism of the tourists, the attitude of both the tourists
and the pandering of their guides to what they think the
tourists want: ’’Capital!

Una Capital sin vicios!” (129)

(A capital without vices).
Further, there is satire on the justice received by
the poor.

First, they must wait to talk to the policeman

because they have no money.

Then, they are told that for

having brought the donkeys into those city streets, the fine
would be heavier than the compensation they could expect to
receive from the motorists that killed the animals.
There is the bureaucratic hypocrisy of the policeman,
over-polite to the foreigner asking directions but barely
listening to the plaint of the peasant.

In turn, this could

compare with the veneer of gentility and superiority of the
foreign resident.

It could also relate to the infection of

superiority which passes to those who have contact with the
foreigner.

There is humor in the presentation of the inade¬

quacy of the foreigners' pigdin Spanish and their inability
to understand the language of the street.
There are twenty-eight people in the cast, but the
principal parts are carried by the father and the son.

The

language employed by each of the characters is consistent
with the social class portrayed.
The tone of pessimism, as we have seen, is introduced
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immediately upon the opening.

A boy and his guitar apolo¬

getically sing the song of submission:
1 go along, head bowed down, looking upon the
ground--my submission, my surrender, my dis¬
honor.
And rub your loin, nobody cares if you
are in pain; those above you call you "thief,"
and you in your misery respond:' "I am!"
(p. 105)
The second stanza sounds a note of revolt: "Subete al cruel
y opresor...que sin excepciones tû eres mejor" (105). But
the closing scenes of the anguished expression of hope that
the next generation will vanquish its impediments are belied
and denied by the father’s ghost which says that he, too,
had said that of his child, only to end in this final defeat.
In addition, there is the child’s doubting "Yo sliii?" (139)
as the mute whisky bottle in his back pants pocket forebodes
continued defeat through the generations, while the touristlocusts again descend upon the land of their fathers in
trance-like following of the sycophant-guides.
This is a meaningful and powerful portrayal of the
many currents churning within the real life of his nation
which Lôpez has ably condensed into two acts.

^Norris Houghton, Seeds of Modern Drama, Dell Publish¬
ing Co., 1963.

2

Arise against the cruel and oppressive.

3

Looking down upon the ground I go, my rendition...my
dishonor.
Maxim Gorky, The Lower Depths, London, Eyre Methuen,
1973.
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LOS GATOS
BY

(The Cats)

JESUS GONZALEZ DAVILA

Cast of Characters:

Coni :

the landlady, materialistic, uncultured,
conformist to what society considers to
be of value.

Dario: the accountant, age 40, also takes the part
of inspector of the newsstand's observance
of the regulations.
Vera:

age 20, the woman picked up from the street
by Polo.

Polo:

She is a victim of life,

age 25, the idealist eventually forced to
conform.

Din:

age 16 (innocents who would have liked to

Don:

age 16 (remain so, finally succumbing to

(
(

(materialism.
Peter: the cat, is never seen.
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Jesüs Gonzales Dâvila was born in 1942.

He studied

law for four years and literature for one year. He also
completed the acting course in the National Institute of
Bellas Artes in Mexico City.

He has worked as actor with

Hector Mendoza and Jebert Darien.

He considers of special

importance in his artistic development his work in directing
theatrical activities in the day-care centers.
He received the Celestino Gorostiza prize for his
"La fâbrica de juguetes" (Toy Factory) which was shown in
the Theatre Comonfort in 1970.

With Gonzales Dâvila direct¬

ing, his play "El Camino" (The Road) was awarded a prize in
1969.

His play, "La Venturina" (The Goldstone), was shown

in the Tabasco Little Theatre in 1969 and his two-act play,
"Siesocinde," had its first showing in 1971.

He won two

"Luis Bunuel" prizes, both for work in the cinema, one for
best film and the other for best scenario.

In 1972, he

directed the filming of screenplay "El Establecimiento"
(The Establishment).
Written in 1970, Los Gatos (The Cats) belongs in the
theatre of the absurd.
The first tableau is introduced on a background of
music.

Coni, excessively sophisticated in appearance, is

seen in a luxurious and abstract environment.

She speaks of

a premonition of danger and of a new adventure to Dario.
Dario is her accountant who "is public and is certified"
(79).

She states that she will investigate and it will be
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his job to settle it.
The stage is dark now.

Tableau # 2 emerges.

There

is a street with stylized buildings at one extreme and at
the other, there is a news stall.

In front of one of the

buildings is a 16 year-old boy, Don, surrounded by boxes he
is offering to sell.

Din appears, asks what the boxes are,

the absent-minded reply is that they are just "packages,
boxes."

It is possible, to our view, that already there has

been injected the thought of the well-packaged nothingness
that sales media convince the public to buy.

There is a

slight pause as they exchange the information that Don has
lost a cat and Din has found a cat, both on the same day.
They leave the packages to get meat for it and Don will
teach Din how to care for the cat, which has the name of
Peter.

The music is heard as they enter the building.
The light changes, focusing on the newsstand.

Polo

is asleep there and Vera is trying to light a little fire.
Vera greets the heater, the light, the water.
will again be hot water.
dream of meat.

Their meal

He prefers to be asleep; he may

He had had a nightmare which referred back

to his childhood experience when he was bathed in cold water
and strong soap.
alley" (82).

He asks whether Vera ever dreamed of "that

By this reference, we are made aware of an

occurrence some time in the past.

He consistently meets with

evasive answers as he pursues the matter, concerned that she
should love him now as she had loved him then.
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In segment 2 (83) he reveals his sense of inadequacy
by self-accusation.

"Soy un necio queriendo vender lo que

la gente no compra...tengo miedo de sonar con el callejôn..."^

(83).

Vera becomes maternal as she attempts to

lull him with recounting how he had helped her as only he,
the idealist, could.
dream" (84).

She tells him to "sleep...forget...

The music is heard and Vera dances.

The fourth tableau is in front of the building. Din
sings of a cherub which had a body, which is why he believed
he could be human if he so wished.

And he did wish it.

Failing when he tried to be an ingenious man, he tried to be
evil and could not.

Attempting to be mediocre, he did not

succeed. He finally realized the truth that he was super¬
fluous.

So he gave up the troublesome body, keeping only the

wings and that cherub found peace and became resigned to his
situation.

This song about "Ping," the cherub, contains the

message of the futility of attempts at decency and candor,
of one's incapacity to be evil or even mediocre, so that
man's restless discontent finds its answer only in death.
To the sound of music, Coni appears in tableau # 5
(pp. 84/6) to inquire whether the bus "Communication, Search,
Contacts, and Adjoinments" stops at the newsstand which Vera
is attending.

Coni tells Vera that the fact that her favor¬

ite magazine, "Depths of Stupid Passions," is not on sale
there is a worry to her, to her accountant, to everybody.
The absurdity of their conversation is the more apparent when
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Vera tells Coni that hot water is good and Coni replies:
"Of course, and love also is" (85).

To which Vera replies

that Polo has said that the consumer society rejects love
because it consumes time that would be better spent on pro¬
ductive labor which keeps the strong in power.

Coni's per¬

plexity at the remark adds to the absurdity of the conversa¬
tion.
Vera goes into the news kiosk and Coni meets the
arriving Dario with an exchange of significant gestures.
The music is heard.

The three couples dance--Coni and Dario,

Din and Don, Polo and Vera.

Polo starts to sing as we enter

upon tableau # 6 (86).
Polo's song is of an eagle which had a large nest on
a mountain-top, never alone because of the numerous stran¬
gers' babies that came to be cared for.

They were insatiable,

hopeless, famished, gray, and cruel , orphans and dirty be¬
sides.

When the eagle himself became ill, the chicks all

fled for fear of contagion.

Now, with windows still broken

permitting the cold air to enter, the noise is gone and there
is only a special silence.

The only lesson that seems to

emerge from this song is that when one can be of use, one
will be sought out.
be abandoned.

When no longer useful, one can expect to

The music turns loud as Polo re-enters the

stall to lie down; only Dario and Vera remain on stage.

The

loud music could be of foreboding that something of a climax
is approaching.
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Tableau # 7 (pp. 87/9) shows Darîo requesting from
Vera the latest issue of "Abismos de Pasiones Insensatas"
(abyss or depths of stupid passions).

Polo calls out from

inside the stall that they do not sell magazines of that
type, calling Vera to him, saying he is hungry.
asked to show Dario her accounts.
but offers to obtain them.

Vera is now

She does not have them

Dario is the bureaucrat; he has

come today, not some other day and it is today that they
must comply with his request.

This satire on bureaucracy

continues through this segment.

Dario states he must make a

report, in accordance with his sense of responsibility.
Polo says Dario should also report that Polo needs to live
in the news stall, that he is living with a woman, that he
refuses to sell the junk that is being published.
says that these are too many details.

Dario now

However, a fine will

be imposed because of disrespect for the regulations, upset¬
ting the system and inviting chaos by not having for sale
the ’’Abismos" magazine.
fine.

Polo leaves to get money for the

Vera and he kiss goodbye.

There is music.

Tableau # 8 (89/90) is short.

Don sings of a trauma¬

tized dwarf whose baby died before birth because the father
dwarf is trying to buy amnesia, but he has no money.

They

are going to try to cure the mother with psychotherapy and
hypnosis and the father with tricks and conversation (90).
The satire on psychology is very obvious here.
The stage is dark, silent.

Curtain opens on tableau
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#9 (pp. 90/92), with Vera inviting Dario to enter the stall.
Dario addresses the audience to the effect that he is not
sure whether to accept the money. Vera reveals that Polo never
visits his father but now will be going there for money for
the fine.
Dario, interested in the relationship between Polo
and Vera, listens to her recount how Polo picked her up and
cared for her so that she now no longer needs to go to the
parks at midnight, nor to the third-rate movies, nor to the
alleys at dawn.
time.

She has tasted warm water for the first

Her tone and her story are somber, but there is a

tenderness of expression which, as Dario comments upon her
physical attractiveness, softens him.

When she asks his

name, he is surprised, but she explains that folks like him
all look alike.

He states that he could be called ”un

hombre nécesario" (91) (a necessary man).
bureaucracy is obvious here.

The comment on

This scene is softening into

one of romantic mood, emphasized by Dario's approach to the
poetic in his compliments of Vera.

Her intermittent mention

of the fine fades away on the note of her eyes and the music
is heard again, on a rising scale, suggesting the unfolding
romance.
The foregoing tableau is a peak in the heretofore dis¬
jointed scenes, seemingly now starting to show something of
a meaningful whole.
The music now becomes strident as tableau # 10 (92)
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begins with the entrance of Din and Don.

They are playing

childish games and speak of their pampered cat "Peter” who
was still happy despite the scarcity of food, because he
could run and jump, being a cat that was happy because he
believed in liberty.

Polo approaches them, inquiring about

apartment Q whose occupant was a doctor.

Din and Don talk

of their cat, stating that though they were porters in the
building they had no key to apartment Q because it was a
heavy key.

Polo fortifies the note of absurdity with his

question: "Will you never answer what I ask?" (95). They tell
him that Coni is a suspicious woman who once wanted to take
away their cat.
Tableau #11 (95) has music again as Coni comes on
stage.

She is reading a photo magazine, stopping to tell

Din and Don that they are behind in their rent; that her
accountant had warned her not to trust juveniles, but she
would buy the cat "Peter" from them to offset the rent.
Polo learns that his father, who occupied apartment Q, is
dead.
J

Tableau # 12 ensues as Din and Don enter the building.
Coni informs Polo that the Sanitary Department has

decreed that the apartment be kept closed for five years.
The month-old corpse is still inside, with the moths consum¬
ing his clothing.

Polo wants to crash the door, Coni is

sympathetic because she also has something she cannot
find--her bus.

Each talks of his own concerns, neither

listens to the other.

She at last admits that she has the
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dead man's trunk which Polo is seeking.
your father?

"So what if he was

He was my lover, so what?" (98).

She trades

him the trunk for a poster with Vera's face upon it.
the theme of values enters.

Here

What Polo considered as value¬

less, Coni has found desireable, since she charges admission
to see her poster, "the public touch, kiss, slobber over
them...the people pay!" (98).

Senseless decrees by the

bureaucracy are ridiculed in the closure of the apartment.
Polo opens the trunk, it is empty.

Looking with

hatred upon the audience, he re-enters the building. Again
we have the theme of the emptiness of the things a man prizes
or seeks, the disillusion of the final encounter with what
man thought would exist for him.

The attitude of hatred to¬

wards the audience is man's propensity to blame others.
music becomes strident, lights change violently.

The

A placard

saying "Free," appears on the newsstand and Vera is tearing
off from it the magazines.

She is in full revolt, shouting

that she is fed up with that which has no price--out with
imposing dreams upon those who do not dream!

Let each dream

what he can...her mind goes back to the horrors of her past...
let’s continue to be surrounded by printed paper!
...Propaganda!

Blood-colored letters!

Pictures!

She wants to write

with them the name of a man whom she no longer remembers!-Who did not say goodbye to memory...!
last to know?...Nobody answers!

Which of you was the

Not even a cat..." (99).

She turns to the kiosk where we see the Necessary Man
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sitting up among pillows with a television set instead of a
heater.

All is comfort as the set repeats: "Buy. Save. Per¬

sonality, etc.1' (99).
There is grand and ponderous music throughout the
Epilogue (100), reaching high notes between each scene.
Here, Din and Don having sold their cat to Coni, are con¬
sidering going into the business of buying and selling, "like
the rest of the world" (100).

But Din begs to keep a little

cat for a little while and Don severely denies him because
business comes first.

They hurry off to get started.

With a loud crash of music, the light focuses on the
newsstand and Vera and Dario.

He wishes to be mouth fed by

her for the reason that he is a Latin (101).
stop watching the television.

She does not

The theme of non-comprehension

is here in a humorous vein, as well as the inference that the
Latin will not do things for himself.
There is another musical crash as Coni enters, saying
that according to the calculations of her feminine computer,
or programmed intuition, the chauffeur of that bus is now on
a steady route.
rides on wheels.

Her accountant is happy, so is she, business
While absurd, some satire of the practical¬

ity of feminine intuition may possibly be reconstructed here.
Polo comes at. the sound of loud music, laden with
magazines, shouting his wares?

"Abismos de Pasiones Insen-

satas," etc., read all about it in the slovenly intimacy of
your home.... "Give reign to your unfulfilled desires!

Horo-
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scopes, styles, BUY...

(101).

Happy music then gives way to a melancholy accordion
and tango dance.

All six sing:

M

We are all now in the busi¬

ness. . .moving with the world...our hands are clean, money in
pocket, tearing out pieces of the heart...to buy and to sell,
to sell and to buy, adieu to dreams, do not hate us; we
trade your sadness and pain for prestige, aroma...” (102).
This is the climax of the satire, the submission to the
material world and the relinquishment of the ideal.
The only perceptible relationship of the title to the
text of the play is the statement that only the cats know
real liberty.
ment.

This statement is of course subject to argu¬

Nevertheless, and despite the non-communication and

non-comprehension of the conversationalists involved in this
play, a number of poignant and meaningful themes emerge.

It

might be noted, however, that no cures are proffered for the
problems exposed.
A satire of bureaucracy immediately radiates from
Coni’s statement that "Dario es un buen hombre.

Es contador,

es püblico y es titulado"^ (79), and he says: "Investigarê
y solucionarê...espararê el memorandum para actuar..."^ (83).
Polo, occupying a news stand, is fearful of trouble because
he is not a member of the official union of street vendors of
newspapers, etc.
The printing industry, particularly of newspapers and
magazines, are satirized by the name of Coni's favorite
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magazine, "Abismos de Pasiones Insensatas."
The sanctimonious pretenses of a profit-seeking in¬
dustry operating through a bureaucratic institution is voiced
through the Inspector who is threatening a fine against Polo
for not selling the "Abismos" magazine.

He says: "The sta¬

bility of the nation is in danger, the system is being dis¬
turbed, chaos could result" (88).
Rebellion and disillusionment are shown by Vera upon
the failure of attempts to sell intelligent magazines rather
than romantic trash: "iFuera con el papel que no se vende!
Basta de imponerle suefios a los que no suefian" (99).

The

futility note had been sounded previously in Din’s song about
the cherub who thought that because he had a body, he could
become human.

Failing in all attempts, whether to become

mediocre, good, or bad, he finally realized that he was not
needed, he was superfluous, and that peace would only be
achieved by conforming to his fate and his condition (84).
In the same manner, Polo had to conform and become like all
the others of the world who surrounded him; becoming wealthy
by selling what the public had been pre-sold through the pro¬
paganda machine of society.

The Epilogue shows all six char¬

acters dancing to the music of the tango.

The song voices

the practical way of life, the "sellout of our decent impulses
to buying and selling, to having clean hands and full purses"

(101-2) .
Music plays a role in establishing the moods of the
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presentation.

It is strident on themes of business and

money, soft on scenes of love.

The songs that are sung

deliver a moral lesson that would be trite were the story
merely related for that sole purpose.
is emphasized in this manner.

Perhaps their satire

While music is used as a

form of transition between scenes, it does not serve to
connect either meaning or action.
The brilliance of the play is in the manipulation of
words, displaying angles of meaning, as when Coni asks about
the bus line name "Comunicaciones, Registros, Contactos y
Anexas"^ which should be stopping at the newsstand (84).

In

the closing scene and song we have the words:
Comprar y vender, vender y comprar...
adiôs mundo de los suefios...
...balanceando nuestra decencia... (102).
As we have seen, the construction of this play is
somewhat

like a jigsaw puzzle, its message is not very pro¬

found or moving to the spectator, who can feel no sorrow over
the loss of ideals or accommodation to the exigencies of sur¬
vival in a materialistic world.
^"I'm a fool, wanting to sell what people don't buy...
I'm afraid to dream of the alley...."
^Darîo is a good man. He is an accountant, he is pub¬
lic and he is certified.
3
I shall investigate and I shall find a solution...
I shall await the memorandum in order to act.
^Out with the paper that does not sell! Enough of
imposition of dreams on those who do not dream!

c

Communications, searches, contacts and adjoinments

^To buy and to sell, to sell and to buy
Farewell world of dreams...
...balancing our decency...
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AHI VIENEN LOS ALELUYAS!
(Here Come the Bible-Thumpers!)
by

Gerardo Velâsquez

Cast of Characters:

Conchita--peasant, 60 to 70 years old, rheumatic,
half deaf.
José --Protestant minister, should not be dark
Indian type
Juan --(
( Jose’s assistants
Pedro --(
Anita

^-old lady, town gossip

Don Pancho--the richest man of the village
Maria

--his wife

Two Spinsters
People of the town
Time

--the Present

Place

--a small town in the state of San Luis Potosi

Scenery --a street in the town, should be unpaved.
Two houses at left separated by cane fencing,
rustic and poor.
House at right of better appearance.
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Gerardo Velâsquez, born in. 1949, has acted and direct¬
ed in the University of Mexico's Drama Workshop and has pub¬
lished poetry as well as drama.
los aleluyas" a paso in one act.

Velâsquez calls "Ahi vienen
It is a realistic play,

published in 1969 and presented in 1970.
It is shown on a stage of stylized realism.

Its lan¬

guage is true to class, the peasants are depicted in natural
and believable manner.

The behavior of the evangelists

points up their loneliness and incapacity to understand the
Mexican peasant mind, his loyalties or his ways.

While the

evangelist may understand and rely upon the peasants' ignor¬
ance, he has not come to the country fully prepared for
their superstitions, their antagonism toward proselityzing
agents, much of which is based on the loyalty to their vil¬
lage priest and their lifelong practice of Catholicism.
Segment 1 (pp. 53-4) has the opening scene with José,
Juan, and Pedro at the doors of the three houses;
memorized speech, each moving at the same instant.

each with
When

Conchita asks what they want, José tells her he represents
the Peace News (Prensa Pacifica). The man opening the center
door is told about the vice which governs the world today.
The older woman asks if Pedro is from around there, which she
has surmised correctly he is not.

Their magazine--"The Road

to Faith"--will assist them in finding the narrow path to
God. It contains passages about the life of Jesus, beautiful¬
ly illustrated, as all three at the same instant have taken
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out the magazines from their portfolios, all pointing to the
passages.

Here is the author’s satire on the evangelists.

Conchita takes the magazine after being assured that
it is free.

The man hesitatingly says he cannot read, but

his children can.

The woman has noticed that Pedro is a

stranger.
Segment 2 (pp.54-5) notes they hope that this town
which has a fair number of people although it is small, will
be a place where they can settle.

Their preparations for

the prayer meeting they wish to hold require that they bor¬
row benches and a table.

The two poorer houses have nothing,

they are directed to the house of Pancho--the richest man in
town--to which they go.
In the transition, Anita comes from the market, knocks
on Conchita’s door.

She reports that she has just come from

the sacristy, learning that these men are "Aleluyas."

Here

the note of the influence of the church in keeping the people
suspicious of the missionaries.

Conchita, dismayed, offers

to tear up her magazine, but Anita is not so hasty because
of the pictures.

Anita reports that two other women, both

religious and good Catholics, had the same thing happen to
them.

The story background is in construction here, the

ignorance and fear of the villagers is exposed.

They learn

that the prayer meeting will be held right there in the
street but Conchita will not attend, not even if commanded
by the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

They are curious enough, how-
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ever, to want to watch from the door of the house.
Segment 3 (58) exposes the theme of the area’s pover¬
ty when Anita leaves her market basket behind at Conchita’s
house.

The pride of the poor shows in the mutual pretence

that they really do not want more than that day’s meager
purchase since they are bored with daily meat and their hus¬
bands are such finnicky eaters, anyway.
The next transition (59) occurs with the afternoon
light.

There is music (for which Handel's "Messiah is sug¬

gested).

Juan and Pedro bring in some benches, Anita enters

Conchita's house.
In Segment 5 (59) the men have purchased crackers to
give out.

Finally, somebody arrives.

They are the spins¬

ters who promptly show the differences in religious practices
and in cultures by kissing Josê's hand, calling him "Padrecito."

Segment 6 (60) is in the form almost of an "aside"

as Anita and Conchita express surprise that such good Catho¬
lics should have come, also commenting that their constant
attendance at church does not seem to have availed them in¬
asmuch as they arç still unmarried.

Hearing the "padre-

cito" shocks them, "Y con. esa facha que tiene!" (60) (And
with that face he has!)

Here, again, the culture is shown,

that to be a spinster is somehow shameful and the strangeness
of the missionaries who are of another race.
Various villagers start arriving in segment 6 (60-1)
with comments by the watching old women.

Aga^n, the theme
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of difference, this time in the use of the idiom.

José,

proffering the departing woman the blessing, "May the Sefior
(Lord) go with you," is asked "Which sefior?" She leaves per¬
plexed.
The preacher's lack of empathy with these people
(61-2, segment 6) is emphasized by Jose's failure to answer
questions directly, saying they will talk later, evasively
telling his assistants to take care of the timid women.
is obvious he is not interested in talking with them.

It
José

does not even immediately recognize don Pancho when he enters
with Maria.

Were he truly interested in the "town and its

people, he would have recognized the most important man
there, especially since they had had to borrow the benches
from his house.

But he finally does recognize don Pancho.

From Maria's talk, we learn that he is still sick and she
wants him to go home.
make him well.

However, Jose repeats that prayer can

Her response is that not even the doctors

have succeeded, but José maintains that faith is above medi¬
cine.

Here is brought out the thoughtless promises and state¬

ments that are made, the unrealistic mentality of the evan-'
gelist and his ignorance of the literalness of the peasant
mind which will be taking his words at full face value.
Later, it develops that José does not even know what is
ailing Pancho.

Pancho believes José, but his wife says they

are only after his money.
shown in suspicion.

The shrewdness of the peasant is
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When in segment 9 (p. 64) José starts his sermon, it
is soon obvious that his talk is above the heads of those
present.

The comments by the two women listening from the

door serve as "asides”' to confirm the lack of understanding.
The several times that the Devil is mentioned bores them, a
bit of humor comes through as Conchita says she could not
remember about Sodom because she was very young then.^Anita's compliment did not refer to the sermon, but to the
shawl that she saw on Jesusita.

Here the tale is beginning

to get into the doldrums, but it is saved by Pancho's get¬
ting sick (p. 66, segment 10).

When told that the person

who is sick is Pancho, Jose has again forgotten who Pancho
is.

The story is now in process of activation as the spins¬

ters try to help by making a pillow, Anita noting that some¬
thing has happened to Pancho, tries to approach without be¬
ing seen.
Again, the affective distance between the characters
and their mutual lack of comprehension come to the fore (p.
68, segment 11) when we hear José asking just what disease
Pancho had.

Pedro is dispatched to get the injections for

Pancho's diabetes. Action, is accelerated as José asks the
spinster to pull down Pancho's pants for Maria to make the
injection which she has had in her purse all the while.

The

distance, the inappropriateness and inadequacy of the mission
ary, is further borne out when we learn that José does not
even know how to give the injection.
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Humor, added to ignorance, is demonstrated in seg¬
ment 12 (p. 69) as spinster #1, crossing herself, fearfully
praying, with face averted, starts to pull down Pancho’s
pants.

She gets spinster # 2*s reprimand when her hand is

urinated upon, for having put her hand "there"(69) and will
now have to go to confession and wash her hand with holy
water.

This scene ends with bystanders* comments while

Maria injects the insulin.

Anita has managed to get close

enough to see Pancho*s buttocks, which in itself is a shock¬
ing event.
The level of excitement and interest has been held.
Now Anita queries whether Conchita still has the magazines.
Further calm and transition settles with Maria’s concern that
Pancho get something sweet to eat and the two assistants re¬
turn to say they were unable to find the injection.

The

technique here is the control and levelling off of the excite¬
ment as José (p. 71) suggests that Maria take Pancho home.
But the calm is broken, when Pancho refuses to go, he had
come to be cured, as promised!
Conchita and Anita come back with the magazines, an¬
nouncing to all that these people whom they had received in
their homes are "Aleluyas," not Catholics,

they are Protes¬

tant. The women are frightened, "Better dead than Protes¬
tant!" (p.72).

José tries to reason with them that they

should remain on the road that leads to Him.

Anita spits as

she throws the pamphlets at the feet of the men.

Pedro no
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longer able to control himself, grabs at Anita.

A general

affray results, the villagers mixing in with Pedro surprised
to have been struck in the face.

José tells Pedro to turn

the other cheek, calling out; "The other!

The other!" (73)

while Anita leads the women running to get the village
priest.

A new peak of tension has been attained, the high

point in the story.
The deceleration begins as Pancho and Maria leave,
the men calm down and Jose reprimands Pedro for not control¬
ling himself.

Now alone, facing their plight, Pedro specu¬

lates on how little literature they have even after picking
up those thrown at them.

They need it to go on with their

work in the next town, a seven-mile walk from

here.

There

is a return to the tone and words of the opening scene with
their hope that though that next town, whose name is "Little
Hill of the Cross," is small, it has a fairly sizeable popu¬
lation and things should go better for them there.
might even be able to establish themselves there.

They
To which

José replies, as at the opening scene, that he would like
that.
Tired, they agree to wait the night before proceeding,
but they hear the noise of angry crowds approaching.

Tension

is brought back, creating the final climax as they realize
the meaning of the noise, and anxiously say: "Let’s go, let’s
go ! "
The evangelists' hope of eventually settling in one
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of the scenic, tranquil villages is pathetic and doomed to
failure.

This is symbolically demonstrated immediately in

the opening of each door at which they leave their litera¬
ture and the doors’ closings after a moment's talk and de¬
livery of the pamphlets.

The literature is left although,

as demonstrated by one, the recipient may not know how to
read.
The protagonists are clearly depicted in their own
speech, we can visualize the inside of their homes, we can
understand their backgrounds.

There are no complexities,

their words reveal their thoughts.

The attitude of the

author toward evangelists is shown by having all three stand
at the door of each of the three houses on scene, reciting
by heart the exact rehearsed words explaining their purpose,
which is to strengthen their faith, and having each man at
the exact same moment extract from his portfolio the gift
pamphlet literature.

The theme of their estrangement is

introduced immediately when the woman asks from where Pedro
comes, as he appears to her not to be from around that area.
The theme of differences in cultures is brought out by
José's discomfiture when the spinsters kiss his hand, as
they would do to a Catholic priest in the hinterlands in which
this play is set.

His attempt to include them in his world

is shown by his calling the spinsters "daughters" but their
calling him "padrecito" only serves to make him more uncom¬
fortable.

The women listening from the house scoff at the
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spinsters for not recognizing that José as not being of
their people.

Further lack of understanding is demonstrated

when don Manuel's nieces refer to the meeting as a "mass"
and the man addresses José as "Father."

José is a very re¬

cognizable type of missionary who comes to Latin America un¬
der the possibly sincere delusion that he is doing something
to benefit that portion of humanity.

Underneath, however,

is often his yearning for a tranquil scenic place where he
may have the work he most enjoys, preaching to those who will
accept his guidance.
José is not prepared for the work.

He does not have

an understanding of the people, nor does he know the finer
shadings of the language with which he must deal.

He has no

skills to offer to make himself useful and part of a society
that needs practical aid more than rhetoric.

He does not

understand that they do not need his religion, they already
have one.

He is further astounded that the people have

scoffed at him and not believed in him.
reply

The spinsters'

sums it up when they say that nobody there is a non¬

believer!

He is a onedimensional, unimaginative character,

unprepared for the job he has undertaken, whose origin is in
a narrow background.
His assistants follow José in good faith but they are
equally inadequate to the job of converting ignorant and
superstitious people.
Velasquez has done a fine and realistic job of depict-
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ing the people involved, the themes of the missionaries,
their ignorance as well as that of the people.

In a way, he

has demonstrated how indomitable ignorance can be--the vil¬
lagers are not open to new or other ideas and the missiona¬
ries keep hoping that somewhere they may sprout followers in
the barren soil whifch is the same wherever they have gone.

EL SOPLETE
(The Welder)
by José Lôpez Arrellano

Cast of Characters:

Joaquin Melgarejo, age 45-50 years
Young man, age about 17 years
Man # 1, cripple
Man # 2, young
7 or 8 people, passengers on bus

Place: Interior of a city bus
Time: The present
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José Lôpez Arrelano, born 1951, was a student of
chemistry in the National Polytechriical Institute and is
presently a student of anthropology.

One of his plays--

’’The Neighbor’s Car','--was staged in 1970 in a special dramaworkshop program.

It has also been published, as have three

others of his works, during 1973.
The one scene in this one-act play which its author
classifies as a farse, occurs on a city bus.

It discloses

the bitter life of a member of the very least-favored sector
of Mexican society--the urban laborer.

Its language is fre¬

quently vulgar, thoroughly credible and in agreement with
the personality and background of the speaker.

The main

theme is carried by the drunken Joaquin in a monologue that
artlessly and unintentionally reveals the horrible character
of the speaker.
The curtain opens on the interior of a city bus;
passengers' murmuring is heard.
Joaquin enters, says something unintelligible to the
bus driver.

Joaquin's clothes are old and filthy.

like a drunk or a garbage collector.

He looks

He goes toward the s

seat next to the 17-year-old boy, seeming to trip over the
feet of other passengers, elaborately asking pardon for so
doing.

He falls heavily into the seat, starting to talk to

the boy.
In the first segment, he reveals that he'd only given
half a peso to the driver and the "damn fool" had given him
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change.

He hiccoughs. "And the dope wants the change back...

is it my fault there are dopes?
like my pal...” (29).

That’s what they are, just

He tells the boy he is a welder and

a very good one, extending his hand to the boy who takes it
and smiles with difficulty.
Joaquin continues his story, relating a series of
events in his life.

The audience is being introduced to his

character by Joaquin himself.

They know some money is miss¬

ing, he has never had any children and has lived with two
women, one his legal wife.

We know that he drinks a fair

amount and thinks nothing of hitting a woman.
There is a transition as a man stuttering, crippled
in hands and feet, comes into the bus.

He asks for charity

from the passengers and thanks those who give him anything.
Joaquin gains our sympathy in the following segment
with his bittersweet observation on the beggar.

£

'

Who told them'to come into this stinking world,
why are they born to evoke disgust, pity, and
to suffer?...But God is up there looking at them,
and maybe crying little stars for them to get
better...and those lousy gringos launching their
rockets to see if they can find God...what an
imagination I have, don’t you think, young man?
(30)
Despite the vulgarity, there is appeal in the language, as
well as humor.
When the boy quickly denies he is being bothered,
Joaquin continues his drunken meanderings, again on the sub¬
ject of the stolen money.

He swears by the Virgin it is not
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true that he stole it and tells us the boss was not going to
put him in jail because they were pals.
The story is again held up as a young man, poorly
dressed, comes on the bus, starting to sing as he plays his
guitar.

He sings of Chinto Rubio who left his mother for a

fickle woman.

When she left him, his very soul was wounded

and he committed suicide.

The final refrain is that the

affection of a mother is the only true love.

The minstrel

collects some money and departs.
Joaquin in a loud voice tells the boy that the song
speaks truth, "...one's mother is the only one who loves you
truly; take care of her!"

That's why he gets mad when they

bring up his mother, what did she ever do to them?

"I'm not

drunk, just a little bit...if you think that because I'm
drunk, I'm a fool, you're mistaken...." (33). The boy hasti¬
ly agrees.
As Joaquin softens a bit, he tells the boy he is very
young to know everything that happens to one, but it is good
to be out of jail, everything there is filth, even worse than
on the outside, and it is boring being there five or six
years. "And when you get out and see your pals..." (34).
Another part of the jigsaw puzzle is being filled in.

We now

know Joaquin has been in jail and that his friends had cele¬
brated with him his coming out.

There is an undertone of

pathos here, relating back to the tone of sympathy in the
second segment.

However, tension is strong and we want to
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know more about what happened to Joaquin.
He invites the boy to get off the bus to have a few
drinks, which the boy does not wish to do.

Joaquin is like

an animal chewing its cud, again regurgitating the story as
he elaborates upon it.
You wouldn’t like to be called a thief for a
lousy 3,000 pesos...that’s why I turned the
torch on him, because I did not steal the
money...why should he highhat me with his
lousy money, and the louse even asked me to
baptize one of his kids just because he
wanted to show off that he could have them,
and that I could not (p. 34).
In this disclosure, there is mingled with its horror the hu¬
man pathos of ineffectuality, of jealousy.

He continues the

gruesome story.
How good it was that his face should burn...
as it will in hell, so many years I worked
for him, and that's how he got his money.
And what good was the money if my stupid
old woman gave it back to him?... And me
they got for attempted homicide...anyway,
you know that I'm your pal (34).
Joaquin takes the boy by the hand and asks him for a peso
since they are pals, so that he can sober up.

But the boy

cringes from him and says he has no money.
The audience is at a peak of excitement and revulsion.
Joaquin asks for half a peso, if the boy has not a whole
peso, pulling the boy up by his hair.

The boy starts to

scream and the passengers attempt to break them up without
success.
The boy's rejection mirroiS

the rejection that the
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audience is feeling to the protagonist.

Whatever he might

have inspired at the beginning has now turned to antipathy,
augmented as Joaquin curses, grabbing more fiercely' at the
boy.

The action grows more savage as Joaquin vents his an¬

ger towards society and his own fate upon the boy.

The bus

passengers, intervening, fell Joaquin, thus acting out the
fullness of the disgust which by now the audience should be
feeling.
From an alienation effect, at the beginning, Ldpez
Arrelano has now involved the audience with what is happen¬
ing on the stage.

The artful technique employed has accom¬

plished a complete turnabout.

There has been no real fore¬

shadowing, the story has evolved erratically, beginning from
the outside toward the inside.

The spectator has been led

along, in fluctuations of emotion, reaching in the finale a
peak of disgust contrasting sharply to the peak of sympathy
evoked at the beginning.
Here is the picture of a human who is himself an is¬
land, self-governing and at war with the world.

Any en¬

croachment that disputes his view of the world is inimical
and must be attacked violently.

He fights to maintain his

entrapment even as his violence demonstrates his hatred of
it.

CHAPTER

II

EROS AND FRUSTRATION

These plays deal with emotions.

The emotions flood

the slight plots with their respective surges of human erotic
passion.
Only Minerva, the psychologist in "El Hacha" (The
Hatchet)^-understands and is trapable^of manipulating this
passion.

She does this in a comic, farcical situation, pro¬

curing the turnabout of roles between the cultured husband
and the primitive woodsman.

Thus she cures her own frustrat¬

ed amatory inclinations.
"Los Colmillos" (The Eyeteeth) treats of teen-age
sexual indulgence which is being threatened by parental in¬
terference.

"Volver a decir" (To say again) is the monologue

revelation of pre-teen discovery of love’s pleasures, now
costing the pair the shelter of parents and home.

The walls

of convention and custom are expecting them to discipline
Eros' rising ride.

With nature, impulse and inclination bent

on its own satisfaction, any interference is a frustration.
Gilberto, in "Estoy enamorado" (I am in love), is
loved by Marta.

But it is her sister he wants and Marta

leaves home rather than have to suffer the sight of the
60
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lovers* happiness.

Since "hell hath no fury like a woman

scorned," she had, in her jealousy, made threats which she
did not keep, preferring to suffer her disappointment,
though remote from the object of her desire.
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LOS COLMILLOS DE LA BALLENA
(The Eyeteeth of the Whale)
by Felipe Reyes Palacios

Cast of Characters:

Xavier

--a college boy--living at home, surrounded
the paraphernalia that seems necessary to
middle-class student, especially the tape
Xavier takes the part of narrator and of
gonist.

by all
an upper
recorder.
prota¬

Margarita--the lonesome girl--living with her sister in a
modest boarding house, who becomes Xavier's sweet¬
heart.
Ana --sister of Margarita--suspicious of Xavier, dis¬
trustful of Margarita's ability to resist Xavier
and of his intentions toward Margarita.
Ana marries during the play.
Raûl

--Ana's husband.

Landlady
Boarders
Parents of Xavier and Margarita
An important "personage" is the music of the "Beatles and
the "Rolling Stones" whose recordings, as employed here,
underline and sometimes tell part of the story.
Lights are used to further the distance between the audience
and the activity on stage.
They are also used as a divider,
separating the narrator from the flashback projection at the
other end of the stage.
Time: The Present
One Act
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Felipe Reyes Palacios,: born 1945, was a student of
Literature, specializing in Drama.
teacher of Theatre Arts.
groups.

He is now a high-school

He has directed various workshop

One other of his works, "Diâlogo entre el enterra-

dor y el zapatero" (Dialogue between the sexton and the shoe¬
maker) , has been produced.
His play--Los Colmillos de la Ballena--is both
brechtian and expressionistic inasmuch as its principal
character--Xavier--is both narrator and protagonist, using
both asides and monologue for the one to explain the activi¬
ties of the other.

The technique consists of having Xavier

become the character, acting out the scene after the narra¬
tor's part has served as a connecting link.
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The opening scene (151) is to the music of '’Flying"
of the "Beatles."

The curtain rises on a college-age boy's

room filled with all of the customary books, desk, clothes
lying about.

Xavier, microphone in hand, is dictating into

the recorder a message to Margarita.

He says he is worried

that he may some day have to leave his parents to live alone.
He is interrupted by sounds, he puts out the light
and smokes a cigarette as he sits quietly on the bed.

He

hears various ordinary sounds coming to him through the dark¬
ness.

In a little while, he resumes his dictation and

switches the light back on.

While the second segment (151)

is short, it reveals the self-concern of the young man as he
explains into the recorder that when he is restless like
this, he gets some warm milk with sugar ,or tea.
The light changes to indicate that Xavier is now be¬
coming narrator, he rises as if abandoning the body upon the
bed.

Remembering that he is not wearing shoes, he returns

for them, apologetically, then addresses the audience.

He

tells them he had never imagined that matters could get so
complicated as to cause him to lose sleep, he had supposed it
to be something like signing up to go to sea at age 21, as
he had read in the stories.

He did not want to get to the

age of 40 without having had a girl.

He had begun to look

for one and finally, met one at a party.
Narrator turns toward stage where all the scenes will
be enacted.

He relates that they had been dancing all night
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to the Rolling Stones and the Beatles, giving as an example
the song, "She is a rainbow," as his side of the stage her
comes dark and the left stage is illuminated so that the
music, now strong, is heard and the protagonist is dancing
with Margarita, talking something about marijuana.

But the

music is too loud;

the protagonist signals the narrator to

lower the colume.

We now see that the narrator will be oper¬

ating the phonograph on the bureau of the bedroom at the
right stage.
Margarita has been frightened by the word "marijuana."
The protagonist softens his approach.

They dance counter¬

point to the music, cheek to cheek, the noise of the party is
in the background as the music has momentarily stopped.
Margarita is now ready to leave and her sister comes toward
her (155).

We get the impression of Margarita as a timid

girl who seldom goes to parties.
The sister greets Margarita sarcastically, stating
she needs to talk with her.

Xavier reports he has obtained

transportation home for all of them.

When Xavier tells Mar¬

garita he has something to ask her, she appears frightened,
but the scene ends with ecstatic looks exchanged between
them.
The narrator takes over, stating that the only encour¬
agement he’d had was the cheek-to-cheek dancing.

He had real¬

ly wanted to ask her if she would make love with him but he
certainly was not going to act like a gawky 15-year-old kid.
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But, he did say....The protagonist here completes the narra¬
tor .'s sentence and thought and asks Margarita if they could
meet the next day, to which she agrees.
sounds are of the party ending.

The background

Xavier has shown his imma¬

turity, his desire to show himself as a smooth man, but end¬
ing up with less bravado by merely asking for another meet¬
ing.
The next segment (#6) shows the sister--Ana--saying
good night to her fiance, Ratal.

The music is, "Let's spend

the night together," of the Rolling Stones.

The scene at

the left stage is being changed, leaving only two chairs.
Raûl leaves last.

The narrator puts on the same record again

as Raûl and the sister--Ana--return, laughing about having
gotten away without being noticed.

They repeat the words of

the song as they go upstairs together.
The suspense is sustained in the foregoing segment,
as the use of the music tells what is happening to Ana and
Raûl.

A side remark of the narrator indicates a little con¬

cern over the censor.

However, he wishes to proceed with his

story.
Here the narrator (p. 157) tells of the differences in
social station between them, "sometimes these things create
problems."

His snobbery and selfishness become apparent as

he talks of the separation of Margarita’s parents, her sis”
ter's disapproval of him as a lady's man, a ne'er-do-well.
Stage left lights up and segment 8 (158) shows a martial
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waitress, ’’Nazi a la mexicana," setting the table.

The nar¬

rator puts a record on the phonograph: "It was in a cafe,”
by the Rolling Stones.

Here again we see the use of the

music to elaborate upon the action.
The protagonist is showing his poem to Margarita.
She is preoccupied, his poem angers her and she talks of go¬
ing to the United States to be with her mother.

He becomes

petulant and embarrassed, saying all he wants is to be alone
with her.

There is a lover's tiff as he talks of going to

England to study and she tells him of her sister’s having
seen them kissing on the street.
be quiet.

The waitress asks them to

The "Cafe" music is heard as light switches to

the narrator.
The tension is tightening here, as in this segment
(#9, pp.159-160) the narrator explains that only through
Margarita did he know of Ana’s opposition to him, although
when he did see her, they were cordial.

Months passed.

The situation was becoming increasingly exasperating as they
could only kiss in public, braving onlookers’ ribald com¬
ments.

Here the strain of "Let’s spend the night together"

insinuates itself as the voice of Xavier’s inner thoughts.
This song will appear at various times throughout the play.
The narrator continues that for lack of a place where they
could talk, they sometimes stayed in the parlor of the board
ing house.

The light now changes to stage left, with the

narrator saying: "...we had nowhere to go," against the back
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ground of ’’Let's pass the night together.”

Left scenery is

being changed to include a sofa, chairs, and a wall picture
of Santa Claus.

There are sounds of sobbing, as narrator

tells us that matters between the sisters had now reached
the fighting stage.
Segment 10 (162) has the protagonist making himself
comfortable on the sofa, Margarita goes into the bedroom,
saying: "Everything is ready."

The suspense is broken by

the comic relief of the boarder walking by en route to the
bathroom, carrying a towel.

He greets Margarita as she

comes out of the bedroom with a plate of f6od in hand.

His

speech has a provincial accent and an effeminate tone which
underline the quality of the boarding house.

Both the pro¬

tagonist and Margarita are amused, but when her sister arr

*

rives with her fiance, meaningful glances are exchanged.
The sister creates a scene, calling Margarita a bum and Xavier-protagonist wants her to leave the house with him.
Further comic relief is offered and the tension broken
as another boarder comes by en route to the bathroom, cross¬
ing with the previous one leaving the bath.

Stage left goes

dark and the narrator at stage right continues, telling, in
segment 11 (165) that they went to a park bench to cry and
seek a solution, returning after midnight.

The background

music is still "Let's spend the night together."

He had no¬

where to take her and the sisters argued until 4 am. In the
end, they all had to reconcile and try to be civil.

He now
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appears to be complimentary to the sister, saying she is a
sociable person and she was making efforts, for them all to
be together.

Here, the audience may be thinking that the

sister is interested in Xavier for herself.

Stage left is

lit up, it is a happy scene although Ana is constantly as¬
serting her dominance regardless of Margarita’s feelings.
The talk turns to their childhood and Ana’s fiance is inter¬
ested in Xavier’s work in a public program.

Here the author

mentions the works of Vânegas Arroyo and Carballido. (This
may be a matter of noblesse oblige--to mention names of
other contemporary playwriters.)

Ana acts superiorly intel¬

lectual while Margarita and the protagonist wish only to see
a cowboy movie.

Ana brings up the subject of their father

and a supposed letter in which he admonishes Margarita to behavè herself.

A significant glance is exchanged between Ana

and her fiance.
The light changes to the narrator who says something
was going wrong.

The sister seemed to take everything on a

personal level, even cornering Margarita in the ladieè’ room
to pick on her.

But, continues the narrator on a background

of ’’Let’s spend the night together,”
live elsewhere.

Ana married and went to

The story is tightening up here.

Had the

narration of the conversation continued, the forward thrust
would have bogged down to boredom for the audience.

The light

now switches to the boarding house, showing Ana and her hus¬
band, accusing Margarita of misconduct.

All become excited
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and the protagonist, suddenly becoming the narrator, shouts
at them to shut up!

They do not understand! (p.70).

Then,

with an aside to the public, the narrator says he wishes it
were that easy to control them in real life.
The narrator addresses the group telling them that
what they really want is an explanation of his and Margari¬
ta’s conduct.

How many people there are that believe them¬

selves to have that right!

The parents of Margarita come in

from one side and he introduces his parents coming in from
the other.

The difference in social stations is immediately

observable.

Contemplating them, the narrator disgustedly

conjectures on what might ensue should they decide to get
married.

Margarita's mother says taXavierJs' that she doesn’t

think he earns enough.

The narrator calls for dark on stage

left and continues with the music of the Beatles, ’’And I
love her" in the background.

He admits that after the sister

married, he had often been alone with Margarita in Ana’s room
but felt repressed and uncomfortable.
seedy hotel.

So they had tried a

(The music here gets loud.)

Next time, they

were denied a room at the same hotel...
There is a violent change of light and a knocking on
the door.(171).
cigarette.

The narrator, surprised, extinguishes his

Note- that the time sequence has been but a few

moments, all the action having occurred as projected memories.
His mother, clad in a shawl, enters, commenting that he is
still not asleep.

She is very affectionate.

He tells her he
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wishes to talk with his father, she tells him his father
also wishes to talk with him about his late homecomings.
She offers him warm milk to help him sleep.

This is a re¬

inforcement of the mothering to which Xavier is accustomed.
Segment 14 (172) has Xavier returning to the recorder
telling through it to Margarita that he has painfully decid¬
ed to leave his home...his mother has just interrupted his
recording which, he says, she does not know he intends to
use in a play he is writing.
Xavier is shown.

Once more the selfishness of

In truth, he is exposing his thoughts with

a motive of using them on something which he hopes will be
to his own benefit.

He is not really directing the message

to Margarita.
He complains that older people do not know,..the
difficulty of decision, of fear,..how can he fail to be
afraid when in this country, instead of creating work for
youth, the young are mowed down in the plazas (172)?

The

reference to the shootings at Tlatelaco in 1968 is clear.
Continuing, the narrator says: "It is as though from the bot
tom of the sea suddenly a whale emerges.

We thought our^

selves alone, but here is all my family, your family, your
suspicious sister, everybody around us, the lousy places
where we have to work, the difficult social conditions, the
crazy world in which we have to live, like a terrible whale
from which we should run....
happened to us....

This is my worry, for what has
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The light changes.

We see the frustrations of youth

and its confusion upon confronting the immensity of the prob¬
lem

of living, its selfishness and irresponsibility toward

family, toward the world.

Thus it estranges itself from the

world, sinking further into ineffectuality.

There also has

been inserted a bit of political commentary.
The lights are up at stage left, segment 14 (173);
the protagonist and Margarita are again in the café.

The

narrator's voice is heard dictating, "which would appear to
be inevitable" as, loud enough to hurt the ears, the music
of "Love Story" is heard.

Then we hear the protagonist

talking with Margarita, telling her he does not think her
father knows anything.

Here the suspense is maintained as

Margarita is crying, saying her sister has been tattling to
her father about her.

The father is due on a visit and she

knows he does not come except when something needs to be
straightened out.

Suspicion is entering into the minds of

the audience here, reaching the climax of the story, as the
protagonist says he had hoped that by now she would be men¬
struating.
pen.

He offers Margarita an injection to make it hap¬

She refuses to do anything, recalling to him that she

had told him the rhythm method would not work.

The protag¬

onist's last line is: "Don't be a fool, Margarita'.' (174).
Again, Xavier's selfishness, his inhumaneness, is apparent.
The music now comes in full blast.
"Hey Jude" by Lennon § McCartney.

It is the song

The lights dim, going out
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entirely after the first stanza.
pear at hack of stage.

Three, enlarged photos ap¬

One is the deck of a ship at sea,

the other the sea with a whale in the distance.
is spewing up the water.

'

The whale

The third is that of the whale

fighting, gullets open.
The curtain falls slowly.
The words of "Hey Jude” are crudely erotic, add to
our revulsion against the unfeeling Xavier.

The final post¬

script is from "Moby Dick" to the effect that the end of one
long, perilous journey is but the beginning of another, and
another and yet another until the end.

All earthly endeavors

are interminable, yes, intolerable.(175).
The theme of youth's disregard of responsibility and
its selfishness, though not novel,

is

quite universal.

How¬

ever, the manner of switching the one character from protag¬
onist to narrator and back presents a relatively old story
in a new way.

The narrator is in the présent, projecting

the protagonist into the past out of his (the narrator's)
memories.
two actors.

This manner of presentation is usually handled by
But the use of the one in the present speaking

of his actions in the past, subsequently acting them out in
the past, is a novelty which operates to increase interest in
the story development.
As the narrator unfolds his story, he exposes his
character, which is that of the protagonist.
about a callow youth of modern times.

The tale is

Much mothered and pro-
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tected, selfishly concerned only with his own comforts and
sexual gratification, he also, feels socially superior to the
girl who has become his lover.

He demonstrates no consider¬

ation for the future, possible complications, or to her sen¬
sibilities.

He resents and feels smothered by the world

about him. While there are one or two points of tension, the
development of the story is linear, reaching its climax only
at the end.
The foreword to the play is an excerpt from Lt. Calley's testimony on the My Lai massacre when he was court-mar¬
shalled by the United States Marines.

It reads to the effect

that human beings no longer seemed human to him but were
rather only ideas and ideologies he had been trained to ex¬
terminate. . .with napalm, things operate more smoothly. Intro¬
duced here is the theme of dehumanization.

This theme is

further strengthened in the foreword by a copy of an adver¬
tisement in "La Prensa" of October 10, 1972, which offered a
reward for the capture of clardestine agitators.
When to this foreword is added an extract from Herman Mel¬
ville's Moby Dick, we receive the impression that the entire
foreword might be taken as a symbol.

The quotation is to the

effect that this immense monster, this salt-water mastodon,
is more to be feared when frightened than when attacking.
It might be reasonable to assume that the whale, when
on the attack, is Sex.
ly.

Faced with fright it reacts ruinous¬

Or, if we analyze the possibilities of the quotation
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from Calley, add to it the theory of the whale’s fright,
this introduction may be interpreted as anti-United States
propaganda relating to the disastrous Viet-Nam war when a
frightened whale--the United States--behaved irrationally
and calamitously.

An additional suspicion as to its meaning

might be the reference to the student revolt of 1968 when
the government of Mexico killed a number of students.
Extracting from Calley’s statement, we can with reason
tie in the idea of dehumanization.

Xavier acts out his sex

needs without any real emotion or affection.

His activities

could be likened to the whale-animal propelled by erotic
desires.
There is constant recourse and reference to the music
of the ’’Beatles” and of the ’’Rolling Stones."

There may be

a misunderstanding on the author’s part that the amorous in¬
spiration is from the United States, because the "Beatles"
are English.

In any case, the inspiration is certainly Anglo

and "Rock."
The closing quotation is also from Moby Dick, stating
that the end of a long and perilous voyage is only the begin¬
ning of another, and another, until the end.
an open-ended story.

This, then, is

We do not know from the quotation wheth¬

er this implies that Xavier will go on irresponsibly making
love to Margarita, or others, or whether Margarita will con¬
tinue to be used by Xavier, or others.

It is for the audi-

ence to conjecture if there is ever to be an end to this

turbulence in the lives of these young people.

ESTOY ENAMORADO DE TU HERMANA
(I AM IN LOVE WITH YOUR SISTER)
by Jesûs Assaf

Cast of Characters:

Martha --younger by one year than her sister
Aurora
Aurora --older sister
Gilbert--industrious and studious young man,
childhood friend of the sisters

Place: San Andrés Tuxtla, Veracruz
Time

The Present
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Jesûs Assaf, born December 28, 1950, is a student of
architecture and has won honorable mention for sculpture in
a contest of the Polytechnical Institute.

He has written

several other plays which have been presented in the theatre
workshops of the university, in which Assaf both acts and
directs.

His play, "8-1/2" was written in collaboration

with Emilio Carballido.
"Estoy enamorado de tu hermana" (I am in love with
your sister) is classified by its author as a "farce."
There is no humor, however, in either situation or language,
nor is there any in the character of its principal protago¬
nist, Gilbert.

If the implication is that two sisters in

love with the same boy is a farcical affair, we do not agree,
because in real life this does happen and it is not a laugh¬
ing matter.
The play is in one act.

Gilbert assumes the role of

narrator as well as that of principal protagonist.

His

"asides" create an explanatory and connecting note as the
tale unfolds in a traditionally linear fashion.

The opening

scene is unusual inasmuch as each character presents himself
to the audience, explaining who he is, the title of the play,
and the name of the writer.

Thereafter, they fall back into

their roles and Gilbert elaborates that he is entering the
play as he is walking along a street corner.

This is an un¬

usual form of opening a play whose effect Emilio Carballido
considers as comic and that it establishes Brechtian
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distancing (15).
It is promptly discovered

that Mar ta-?-thé younger

sister--does not want Aurora to be with Gilbert.

When he

asks whether Aurora is at home, she admits that she is, but
requires prodding to go to call her.

Her sullen statement

that to yell for her or to call her is the same thing im¬
plants an inkling of her nature.
Darkness indicates that time has passed.
In the next segment, Aurora and Gilbert become sweet¬
hearts (215).

Gilbert then becomes the narrator, telling the

audience that after a period of contentment,..here he becomes
the protagonist...he and Aurora have a disagreement which
ends in their separation.
Again, Gilbert addresses the audience as the narrator,
telling of attempts at reconciliation, even recalling one
time when Aurora passed by him deliberately not noticing him.
However, the narrator notes, encounters with Marta appear to
have become more frequent.

This is illustrated by a panto¬

mime meeting, terminating with Marta and Gilbert chatting
amiably while Marta evades inquiries about Aurora.

Here the

technique of a pantomimed meeting is combined with the narra¬
tion.
For the third time (218), Gilbert becomes the narrator,
explaining his feeling of enjoyment at being loved and ex¬
pressing the hope that perhaps this contact might erase the
sentiment he had for Aurora.

Now, the protagonist Gilbert
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asks Marta to be his sweetheart. Pretending to hesitate, she
accepts.
Darkness separates this scene.

Gilbert, in an aside,

starts to say that he had not felt right in saying....Here
he becomes the protagonist again, completing the sentence to
the final effect that he had not felt right in telling her
that she was really his destiny.

His aside continues stat¬

ing that Marta--his second sweetheart--was docile, sweet,
but suddenly, changed.
Again, the protagonist Gilbert confronts her, wanting
to know why she had changed.
did not love her.

She replies that she felt he

He agrees, admitting that it is Aurora

whom he still loves.

Excitement is attained with Marta's

violent reaction and threat that he will never have Aurora.
She runs away and Gilbert,
at last free.

says to the audience that he is

There is a pause, as he continues to tell of

his graduation and satisfactory completion of the school re¬
quirements.

This is a transition to keep up the uncertainty.

He suddenly meets Aurora, who is incomprehensibly
fearful of the reunion.

He learns that Marta had been re¬

sponsible for the first quarrel, making fun of Aurora for
having a sweetheart only on weekends.
how could he?" (221) becamè .

And when Marta, "oh,

his sweetheart, the two had

quarreled about him and become hostile, no longer working in
the same place.

Marta had, furthermore, told Aurora that it

was Gilbert's misconduct that had caused them to break up,
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but now Aurora understands everything.
Interest has been maintained to this point.
Gilbert leaves Aurora at her house.

Here

Marta accosts her and

is told of the reunion with Gilbert.
The counter-climax arrives when Marta, instead of
anger, says she will leave the house, thus leaving also the
temptation to be bad again.

As Marta leaves, with Aurora

watching her, Gilbert comes toward Aurora who expresses the
desire that Marta may some day find happiness, to which
Gilbert adds: ’’Like us.”
This is a flat picture of a not uncommon occurrence.
There is no self-examination on the part of Gilbert.

There

is no in-depth picture of either of the sisters, but rather
mere statements that they were sweet, etc.

We consider the

work saccharin, of elementary presentation despite the
attempt at novelty in the switching from narrator to protago¬
nist and the innovations of the opening scene.

While none

of the characters approach being memorable in any way, it is
nevertheless a story of a youthful love affair that jealousy
thwarted for a while, terminating in the defeat and frustra¬
tion of the one who wished to destroy it.
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EL HACHA
(THE HATCHET)
by José Luna

Cast of Characters:

Sigmundo

--husband, economist

Minerva

--wife, psychologist

Woodcutter--illiterate and innocent

Locale:

The forest
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José Luna, born 1948, was a student of Drama at the
National Institute of Bellas Artes.

In 1966, he founded his

own amateur theatre group where he acted in and directed two
of his own plays.

He has both acted and directed in the

university theatre workshops.

Under his direction, this

play was shown in 1970, again in 1972 in La Paz, B.C., where
it received a state prize.
The humor of this work justifies its author's classi¬
fication of it as a farce.

It treats of a cross-over of the

cultured, educated, city-bred man who longs for the bucolic,
simple existence and that of the uneducated, primitive wood¬
cutter who, after exposure to education, comes to desire the
city life.

The catalyst is the Eve-like woman--Minerva.

A

psychologist whose machinery is entirely actuated by sex,
she is both educator and awakener of the untapped intelli¬
gence and emotion of the woodcutter.
the bearer of the apple of knowledge.

She is the seducer,
The cultured husband--

Sigmund--feels the call to go back to nature, to a primitive,
uncluttered life.

To Minerva, an active sex life is as close

to nature as she wants to get.

She tries to counteract the

magnetism of Mother Nature with her own type of wife-nature,
which, in the city, surrounded by civilization's accoutre¬
ments, was adequate.

It is only in frustration that she

turns her current upon the physically attractive and mentally
virgin woodcutter.
Sigmund, it would appear, has been negatively over-
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charged by culture and education as an economist; his re¬
serve energy spilled over positively onto scenery, sunsets,
and the unencumbered life of the hinterlands, with little
deflection toward to his positively charged wife.
he did not ground her sufficiently.)

(Maybe

As wood is not a good

conductor of electricity, Minerva had to convert the wood¬
cutter into a city man in order that they might both get a
M

chargeMout of life.
The work is also a sly commentary upon our urbanized

technological society.
The curtain rises as music is heard and the woodcut¬
ter is seen cutting down trees.

As the music slows, so does

he, ending up completely still to form a backdrop.

The auto¬

mobile in which husband and wife are arriving is a facade, he
driving

and talking, she half asleep.
Segment 1 (179) shows the automobile arriving. Sigmund

is talking of Novalis, of ancient times, the intellectuals
of the past, while she murmurs sounds of agreement and ad¬
miration of his intellect.

She wants to go to bed on arrival

while he protests that she has been asleep all the way there.
Minerva says: "Dije acostarnos, no a dormir" (180).
"to bed," not "to sleep.1")

(I said

He mentions that the woodcutter

should soon be arriving, she retorting that he is so stupid
he will think they are playing (180).
Sigmundo: "...Olvida el sexo." (Forget about sex.)
Minerva: "Es mi elemento, soy psicôloga."
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(It is my field, I am a psychologist.)

He

permits her to kiss him.
Sigmundo: "Yo soy economista.
energia'.’ (p. 180).
energy.)

(I am an economist.

Creo en ahorrar
I believe in saving

To Sigmundo's query as to how he is, the woodcut-:

ter asnwers: "Pues...parado, sentado, acostado, subido en
ârboles.., segûn..." (180).

(Well... standing up, sitting

down, up in the trees.., according....) Minerva complàins
that for three days now they've been going to the valley but
never alone.

(Here we must assume the passage of time, as

there is no curtain or change of light to indicate this.)
All go together, Sigmundo ecstatic over the twilight,
the scenery, the colors of the sky, while the woodcutter
(woodenly, naturally) comments that it is not, as Sigmundo
says, the crépuscule hour;
sun is setting.

what is happening is that the

Minerva is annoyed, bored, and plans to

give the woodcutter some mental tests to see whether he is
crazy, idiot, retarded or stupid.

To which he replies:

"Bruto. Mi papd me decia bruto" (181).

(Stupid.

My father

called me "stupid.")
Sigmund and the woodcutter sing a woodcutter song.
Minerva talks of sleeping and the woodcutter thinks she is
refer ring to him.

Sigmundo is tired; she offers to cure him

with her kisses, but he says he prefers mentholatum.
At this point, there is a well-established conflict
of desire when the stage becomes dark.

When it lightsagain,
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it is daytime.

Minerva has begun to teach the woodcutter

while Sigmundo sleeps.

Awake, Sigmundo wishes to go. bathing

and she, with her mind on making love, is eager to do so,
but Sigmundo says it is better to contemplate nature.
"Sex," she says, "is also nature" (182).

The conflict of

desires is reinforced.
The woodcutter's background sounding "a..a..a" as he
has learned to make it with a tiny tail at the end, is heard
as Sigmund comments on the birdies making love.

Bursting

into tears, Minerva says how good it would be do that all
the time.

Something manages to penetrate to Sigmund; he

kisses her and they make love, in the midst of which he
jumps up, saying: "Did you see those big clouds?
think it will rain?"

Do you

The erosion of their sexual relation¬

ship is here comically noted, as the woodcutter's studies in
the background are reinforced either by music, or by a dark¬
ened

stage.
In the next scene, Minerva is teaching "a little

wheel" to the woodcutter, an "0" (183).

He studies aloud as

Minerva and Sigmund go off, she talking of the progress being
made by the woodcutter.

Sigmund permits his wife to kiss

him, they are making love, when he again jumps up, noting the
clouds and asking whether she thinks it will rain.

The stage

again is in darkness or there is music, at the discretion
the director.

of

Injected here is the idea of the progress into

civilization being made by the woodcutter, but continued
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frustrations of Minerva.
In the next scene (184) Minerva leaves the woodcutter
studying "z...z...zeta" as she goes off with her husband.
This time, when they are making love, it is she who jumps up
suddenly, asking: ’’Did you see those big clouds?. Do you
think it will rain?"

The sound of the woodcutter studying

serves to sharpen the humor of this turnabout in the couple’s
sex life (185).

Darkness indicates the passage of time.

Now daytime, Sigmund wants to talk alone to Minerva,
but she gives priority to the woodcutter’s lesson.
she says, can cut wood

while waiting.

Sigmund,

He borrows the.hat¬

chet, going off singing the woodcutter song.

Minerva now

undertakes to teach the woodcutter to see, to listen, to
hear, to touch.

The background now is the voice of Sigmund

singing and his laughter verges on the abnormal (187).

This

scene serves to build tension and curiosity as we see Miner¬
va diverted toward the woodcutter.
When Sigmund tries to recall what it was he had
wished to talk about, he cannot remember.

Minerva recommends

that he go chop wood, which he, happily singing, does,
against a pantomime, with music.
the woodcutter's learning senses.

Minerva is enlarging upon
He is charmed by the un¬

folding world, saying that it all pertains to the kingdom
that is vegetable, mineral, or...she interposes, "animal"
(188).

Darkness or music indicates the transition.
The next scene shows the woodcutter and Minerva inside
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the cabin with Sigmundo outside cleaning the hatchet.
is a portentous switch of roles.

Here

The woodcutter’s speech

is now in complete sentences as they discuss linguistics and
she tells him of the wonders of the city.

Sigmund’s speech

has become monosyllabic as he accepts the food and runs to
enjoy himself in the outdoors.

Minerva goes in the other

direction with the woodcutter, where she reaches the high
point in the education of the woodcutter, kissing and making
love, as she delightedly calls him a savage (189). Darkness.
Thus the story has been built up to this climax of a maneu¬
vered role-switch.
The following scene has Minerva saying that "doing it
with him was like a dream" and the woodcutter wants to learn
more.

"Basically," says she, "that is all.

tries variations" (190).

Of course, one

As she quotes Freud, the peak of

the farce has been reached.

Dark or music indicates the

transition to the next afternoon.
The final segment shows the woodcutter and Sigmund to¬
gether.

Sigmund, talking in disconnected words: "City...you

go back...."

The woodcutter .comments that there the houses

are of stone or some other material, no trees; one needs but
to turn knobs, push buttons...you really do handle the hat¬
chet well.

There is love in the city, kisses (190).

Sigmund

replies that kisses there taste of dentifrice, "Cities.
Fear" (190), and thè woodcutter says: "I have no fear."
Sigmund cautions: "I - ego - be very careful with ego!" (191).
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Minerva and the woodcutter become part of the auto¬
mobile that had arrived on the opening scene as Sigmund hap¬
pily runs back into the forest.
The themes in this short piece are several, a few are
certainly tongue in cheek.
One theme is that despite any higher education, a wo¬
man's goal and happiness are in the sexual act. In this play,
when Minerva could not achieve her happiness with her hus«
band, she took advantage of the next nearest male.
This theme can be enlarged upon to the theme of Eve-the temptress--as Minerva sets about educating the ignorant
woodcutter not only in matters cultural, but also matters
sexual.
The third theme is a comment on city dwellers who do
not value the benefits of the city but need to be in touch
with fundamental realities.

Ordinarily, such people obtain

sufficient empathy with basics from weekends or vacations.
In this story, Sigmund goes completely over to the primitive.
The author, however, does not include in his metamorphosis
the possibility that sex is also a part of the primitive.
The tone is generally that emasculation might be the
result of over-acculturation, i. e. Sigmundo, who felt it to
be his duty to save energy.

It does not appear to have af¬

fected the female in the same manner.
Perhaps another theme might be that sexual inclination
is bound to find implementation, no matter where.
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VOLVER A DECIR EL MAR
(TO SAY AGAIN THE SEA.)
Monologue by Sergio Peregrina

Sergio Peregrina, born 1950, studied Chemical Engi¬
neering in the Polytechnical Institute, but is now studying
to be a Director at the Drama Department of the National In¬
stitute of Bellas Artes.
Peregrina has published three plays, has acted and
directed in workshops and written for television.

He is a

poet of merit, has several books of poetry to his credit and
in 1971 was awarded second prize for poetry.
Volver a decir el mar is a monologue.
is done by the boy.

All the talking

The girl to whom he is directing his

speech does not appear although we hear an occasional sob
from the confession booth where she is supposedly changing
her clothes.

The introduction to the play is a quotation

from a poem by Carlos Pellicer which partially sets the stage
for the tale which unfolds through the monologue.
reads, "To say again, the sea!

The poem

To say again that which I

cannot sing without my heart breaking!" (141).
With such an introduction, one might think the story
will be sad, which to a mature observer it is.

The monologue
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refers to happenings in the past and the development has
much of the dramatic.

Its sadness consists of the theme of

youth’s unformulated, directionless voyage in a world of its
own.

It is a story of frustration and unpreparedness to

cope with itself and its surroundings.

It does not turn in¬

ward to examine either the source of the situation, or the
cure, but blames parents for the unhappy result of their
self-indulgence.
The scene is a small chapel with a few benches.

At

one side one sees the confession booth with red velvet dra¬
pery;

on the other, the jewel-crowned statue of the Virgin,

surrounded by flowers.
curtain opens.

Organ music slowly diminishes as

A sixteen or seventeen year-old boy is seen

seated on one of the benches, his hair long.
in a somewhat wild fashion.

He is dressed

From the booth, a few sobs

emanate.
The monologue commences with the boy saying: "Dammit,
hurry up!
ing (143)?"

What if somebody finds you there, changing cloth¬
She is silent.

He becomes threatening: "If you

keep it up, it will be bad, Juanita!...You were the one who
said your father was an old fuddy-duddy, I only repeated it.
I dunno why you get mad, and I still don’t understand you."
"Anyway," he continues, "it's all over, and neither
you nor I are to blame.

My mother was right...she didn’t

even yell at me, she gave me advice...that this life is full
of sunshine and behind the sun there is a big cloud
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that shows up at every step we take.

When you see it, face

it, bear with it, cry with it, because it also is a part of
you” (143).
The boy has disclosed his family background and the
fact that he had had a disagreement with Juanita’s father.
Continuing, he discloses the girl's family background:(143):
I know you'd like to be with your head on
your mother's knee right now, crying, with
your mother consoling you. Your mother is
not that kind, she is a sour one who'll
say: "You wanted affection, so? Now (you're
upset because of its warmth.
His tone changes, he makes himself comfortable.

There is a

pause and then he continues telling her not to act so inno¬
cent, she enjoyed making love and so did he.

The next Satur¬

day, she had suggested that they go again and after that,
again and again.

The language in this segment is beautiful,

romantically descriptive.

It moves the audience to indulge

and condone as it learns what happened there at the irresist¬
ible sea.
,

Y

The soft mood is cut short, the boy's shallowness empha¬
sized by his taking out a candy from his pocket and tossing it
into his mouth.
Here we are like two idiots, you getting dressed
and me silly looking at that Virgin with her goldembroidered gown and a crown with stones that
could be worth a lot, I'm tempted to take it off
her.
There is a pause.

This increases the tension and the curios¬

ity of the audience.
are they there?

Why is she changing her clothes?

Why
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Interest and tension augment, as we' learn that the
girl is pregnant and that she had told her mother.

He repri¬

mands her for that and for having told all his friends of
what had happened.

He tells her that her father will call

her a whore and say she is just like her mother.
cludes, she inherited it.

So, he con¬

But while his own parents would

throw him out, his mother would stand up for him.

While the

family picture is being filled in for us, the picture of
thoughtless and irresponsible youth emerges as he continues
to talk, shirking blame, showing his callowness and immatur¬
ity.

The picture of the girl is also emerging as immature

and childish.

They are children being denied a plaything.

Smiling to himself, he continues his complaint that
it was a lot of mess to get into for only having gone to bed
together.
Millions do it every day (146). My father
urinated from anger...imagine yours with
that wooden face of his unable to say a
word when your mother threw the blame on
him.
He laughs.

u

What excitement!

to say nothing, to wait."

Even you got mad when I said

Reminiscing, he tells how she had

opened her window so that he might come to her because she
was so sad when alone, and when her messages got him into
trouble.... First it was OK and some fun and long live free
love and open-air sex, and later, here you are crying (146).
We learn that Juanita had continued to tempt the boy.
We are receiving a quite well-rounded story by now,
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as he says: "Think of me, I’m not stone, you know... .”
her of being fickle.

He accuses

The boy's insecurity is evident here,

he is floundering in emotions hé cannot identify.
heard from the booth.

Sobs are

He continues:

You're gonna cry again, shut up and hurry
up....If you keep on, I'm capable of leav¬
ing you here'.and going ôff to the jungle
with my pals and live free, they will
show me true love, no commitments, no kids,
no mess.
This results in heavier sobbing from the booth.
Shut up, you make me feel bad.
I want to
scream...to find out what I should and
what I should not do (146).
I have a de¬
sire to pray...I need to pray for you, a
girl who goes about seeking someone to
lie with because she feels alone, then
cries because she doesn't know what she
likes better: if that dark seashore with
the rocks that separate us from the sky,
or the blinding light.(147).
Here is further development of the theme of confusion and in
security, and youth's lack of purpose and direction.

He con

tinues repeating:
"Whether that dark seashore...to cry for what
she has done and what she will continue doing.
He laments the fact that these children are born without a
chance in this life, without hope.

The pathos of the lan¬

guage is matched by its beauty and as compassion for the boy
surges, there is a sudden reversal as he exclaims in annoy¬
ance:
It's the last straw, only you would think of
returning to that place, our honeymoon, and
we're not even married!... the beach is beau¬
tiful, it could be even more beautiful than
before (147).
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The compassion is again awakened as he says; "Besides, any
place is OK, we have no place to go." The pity is short•*
lived, however, as he approaches the Virgin and removes her
crown, hiding it rapidly in his sack, urgently exclaiming:
"Juanita, hurry up!

We've got a long walk.

The train will

leave us behind!"
As the curtain falls, the audience's sympathies have
been played upon and reversed in the rise and fall of the
boy's floundering emotion and poetic speech.

The end, how¬

ever, has been antagonism upon the stealing of the Virgin's
crown, which in itself could be considered of some symbolism.
The antagonism is augmented by cynicism upon realization that
the pair is blindly returning to the scene of their experi¬
ences which had resulted so disastrously for them and their
families.

There is no remorse, fear or apprehension, as they

in circular fashion return to hear the seduction of the sea.
The frustration of the children denied their pleasures
accentuates the lack of discipline of youth in the pursuit of
gratification.

While the theme itself is not of the weight¬

iest, it is universal.

The writer's artistry in this present

ation consists of permitting the escape of slight bits of in¬
formation which add up to a history.

In a manner of speaking

it reads like a story serialized, maintaining interest as
each revelation becomes clear.

The changing tempers of the

boy's speech, now poetic, now pathetic, now angry, now petu¬
lant, are like brush strokes of a portrait.
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CHAPTER III
ADOLESCENCE AND THE GENERATION GAP

Adolescents are people around whom surge a world of
emotions, ambitions, and rebellions.
are some idealists and dreamers.

Among them, however,

Part of the adolescent

turmoil is the relationship with the older generation.
In "Los Atardeceres" (The Afternoons) we see a young
student who is not sophisticated enough to understand the
motivations of his beautiful teacher. His schoolmates--Jeremias and Rebecca--intuitively suspect Linda's seductively
sweet interest in Luis' schoolwork.
"La tercera ley de Newton" (Newton's third law),
deals with a teen-age student in love with her professor.
Her rebellion has taken the form of shunning her own age
group; to prove she is not a child any more, she has fallen
for the older man.

Her disillusion propels her back to ac¬

cept the invitations of Cuthbert, her schoolmate.
"El Paletero" (The Icecream vendor) never is allowed
to speak with his reasoning arguments aimed at reconciling
the misunderstandings between the older and younger people at
the bus stand.
"El Paletero," attempting to show youth's side to the
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older people, ends up by being attacked by both sides who,
subsequently, because they have attacked interference, act
as if they had something in common.
While "Riesgo” (Danger) dwells upon the father’s deaf¬
ness to the psychological needs of his family, the moment of
crisis brought about by his son’s violent rebellion brings
him to a softened attitude.

The danger to his offspring ob¬

literates his selfishness.

In this play, the mother--Graci-

ela--has attempted to bridge the differences between father
and son.

When she joins her son in rebellion, she becomes

the healing force in the rift of different views and ambi-'
tions.
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LOS ATARDECERES PRIVILEGIADOS DE LA PREPA SEIS
(THE PRIVILEGED AFTERNOONS OF GRADE SIX)
BY

JOSE AGUSTIN

Cast of Characters:

Rebeca --student
Luis

--student

Linda

--maestra

Rôber

--professor

Jeremîas--student witness.

His part is similar to

that of commentator.

He observes and makes

comments on what he sees, is not a partici¬
pant in the activity.

His language here is

generally of peurile vulgarity.

Place: A middle school
Schoolroom and the yard visible through,
window
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José Agustin was born in 1944.

His first novel--"ha

Tumba"-- (The tomb), was published in 1964.

His 1966 novel---

"De pêrfil" (In Profile), became a best-seller, placing him
at the head of his generation of writers.
anthology was adapted as a play.

A story from his

His 1973 novel--"Se esté

haciendo tarde" (It is Getting Late)--is a mature product.
His play, "Aboliciôn de propiedad" (Abolition of property),
was shown in 1969 but less fortunate was his 1972 production
of "Cîrculo vicioso" (Vicious Circle), which was closed down
by censorship.

He has written and directed for the movies

in Europe and Mexico.
Prepa Seis is a one-àct play rich in psychological ob¬
servation of a woman--Linda--whose interest is more in the
physical than the mental development of her pupil.
her position as teacher as a cover.

She uses

The boy--Luis--is not

sufficiently sophisticated to cope with or understand, but
his classmate Jeremias, in brazen commentary, coarsely pene¬
trates the motives.

His school mate--Rebeca--intuitively

female, recognizes the teacher's tactics but she, too, is not
equipped to handle the situation.
The play bears a subtitle called "Nos estamos viendo
las caras"

(We look each other in the face), but this direct

recognition of maneuvers comes to Rebeca and Jeremias more
through intuition than recognition.
The theme develops mainly through conversation. Linda,
under the guise of inspiration and help to Luis to do better
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in his studies, openly attempts to break him away from any
attachment to Rebeca.

Linda is also partner in a flirtation

with Roberto--the professor.

His presence becomes an inter¬

ference in thé development of Linda's strategy, but she does
not correct his assumption that Luis is the initiator of the
advances.
When this work was presented as a playreading, it had
a narrator.

On stage, no narrator is required as the actor's

motions and expressions indicate the action.

The opening

scene is a classroom with windows looking out to a patio.
Linda--the teacher--is seated at a desk facing the students,
her beautiful legs exposed under it.

Luis, seated before

her, contemplates them restlessly.
Jeremias, who in this play is a kind of commentator,
is seated at a desk at the blackboard and Rebeca is seen
outside.

Luis coughs, Jeremias burps in a primitive form of

signal system.

The teacher raises her eyes from her papers

and Jeremias makes a comment about her legs.

She coquettish-

ly turns the talk to her legs, stating that she does not mind
that Luis looks at them; that is what they are for.

But she

comments that she is aware of how cynical boys like Luis are.
Leaning over him seductively, she asks if her class is inter¬
esting.

Luis is struck dumb as she continues to prod him,

while Jeremias makes side comments to himself (238).
Rebeca, leaning close to the window, hears Linda ask¬
ing

about her, whether Luis is in love with her.

His stut-

tering answers are interspersed with despective and ribald
asides from Jeremias.

To Linda's complaints about Luis'

work, at length Luis summons up the words to reply that he
does not believe his work is all that bad, and he does not
agree that he should stop thinking about girls.
Nothing daunted, Linda confesses her preference for
him since there is something sweet undei* his naughtiness,
despite all of which it is her intention to treat him the
same as her other students.
only study.

Only, she adds, no more Rebeca,

She has been holding Luis by the sleeve, but

lets him go.
Segment 2 (243) sees Luis in the patio, seated by
Rebeca, telling her of the teacher's reprimand.

Rebeca

points out how attractive Linda is but Luis disclaims any
notice.

However, Rebeca says, she knows he is crazy about

all the girls.

Warning him of her certainty that he likes

Linda very much, she says she can do the "same thing" with
the handsome professor Roberto.

There is girl-boy teasing

provocatively, but Luis is finally cornered into saying that
it is Rebeca whom he likes.
Linda and Jeremias have been listening at the window,
with comments from Jeremias.
embrace in the patio.

Linda accosts the two as they

The blushing pair separates (245/6).

A conflict of interest has been set forth as the light
goes out on stage, to indicate that the next scene is on the
following day.
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The teacher is at her desk when Luis and Rebeca,
flushed, arrive late to class (246).

Separating them, the

teacher immediately calls on Luis.

His inability to answer

discloses that he has not studied.

The nagging insistence

of the teacher assumes the aspect of persecution as she re¬
primands him, recalling how she had begged him on the pre¬
vious day to attend to his studies and had even admitted
her special interest in him.

Her tone is not as severe as

her words.
The humor of the situations lies more in the attitudes
of the protagonists than in the actual words.

Luis suffers

embarrassment, the teacher exposes her legs where most vis¬
ible, and Jeremias' asides are accompanied by clowning ac¬
tion.

Mere recital of the text does not give the full flavor

of this relatively light work which, despite its humor, does
depict situations that can be real and painful.

Calling him

"Luisîn," she tells him she understands his instincts, which
it is her duty to divert.

She asks him to remain behind when

the bell sounds.
Jeremias goes out and then returns, burying himself in
his desk.

Rebeca goes out but is trying to listen from out¬

side the window.
The teacher asks Luis to come closer.

He is petrified

(249) yet he protests her statement that he is not learning
anything.

She now is on the attack, saying that he may be

suspecting her motives, but with seeming artlessness she re-
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minds him that he is the one who keeps looking at her legs.
All she wants, she states, is that he stop wasting time,
elaborating in a form of double-talk:
Todavia te faltan mucho_s .anos para que sepas
si hoy exagere o no. Y solo entonces comprenderâs la naturaleza del calor que yo puedo
darte y que te doy con todo gusto (249).
(You have yet to grow older to know whether or not I exagger¬
ated today.

And only then will you understand the kind of

warmth that I can give you and which I do give you gladly.)
...porque tû sabes que yo puedo ensenarte muchas
cosas....Por eso te digo que dejes a la nina esa,
Rebeca, y te pongas a hacer lo que debes (249).
(...because you know that I can teach you many things....
That is why I tell you to leave that child Rebeca and start
to do what you should.)
" \
'
li
Outside, at the window, Rebeca begins to cry as "repentinamente, como en las veces anteriores, Luis parece explotar...
estâ nerviosisimo, angustiadoV '(249). (...suddenly, as at
previous times, Luis appears to be exploding...he is extreme¬
ly nervous, miserable.)

The teacher, unobstrusively aware

of this, has moved to the other side of the room.
Y sobre todo, no me malinterpreter....
Ayer aseguraste que no queri'as a la nifia
esta, Rebeca, y hoy llegan muy de la manita
...supongo que debes de quererla algo para
descuidar tanto tu trabajo (250).T
Note the yo-yo effect as her words switch from personalities
to lessons.

Rebeca, listening at the window, the teacher

smiling courteously, Luis carefully treads the conversational
gangplank.

When he cautiously states there are females more

knowledgable and attractive than Rebeca, the teacher outright
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asks what he thinks of her, insisting upon hearing the truth,
and finally plunging him into the statement that she is the
most attractive teacher in the school.

MCdmarai" exclaims

Jeremias as Linda requests that Luis call her by her first
name when they are alone (252) .

Feeding him his lines as a

mother bird her chicks, she says to the perspiring Luis:
De veras te parezco linda? (252)
Quê nino tan coqueto eres,..deja a la
nifia esta...vienes a mi casa a estudiar
conmigo y vas a ver que bien preparado
vas a salir (252).2
Linda, approaching Luis, looking intently into his eyes,
slowly caresses his cheek and says: "Me interesas es porque,
7

sencillamente, yo te quiero...que me hagas caso" (252).
Rebeca is waiting for Luis, angrily accusing him.
They blame each other for having got into trouble, Jeremias'
side remarks accentuating their quarrel as Luis protests that
it is Rebeca he loves, not that old woman.

When he leaves,

the teacher comes out and puts her arms around Rebeca, consol1"
ing her (254).

Rebeca accuses her of being a bad woman, but'

Linda says she is doing everything for her good, Luis is not
proper for her.

Linda is still curious as to why they had

come late to class.

Rebeca, blushing, evades the answer.

At this moment (256), Roberto appears.

Looking about

first to see if observed, he pats Linda on the buttocks.
Linda does not act enthusiastic about going with him as pre¬
viously had been arranged.

When Luis comes in, the teacher

calls imperiously to him, asking Roberto to wait. "Por quê
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regresaste?” (Why did you return?)

From the window, Jeremi-

as1 aside, "Por culero!"(Because he’s a clod’.).

Rebec a,

barely controlling herself, Says it was because Luis thought
he'd be alone with Linda. Roberto and Luis look in astonish¬
ment at Rebeca, as Luis in a low voice says he had returned
to play with Rebeca, who then calls him a liar.

Demanding

to know the truth, Roberto is incensed by the accidental
slip of the tongue whereby Luis refers to the teacher as
’’Linda.”
The climax of the play's action is now before us.
Roberto attacks Luis for lack of respect, there is a cross¬
fire of talk with Jeremias observer-asides bringing the ex¬
citement to a higher point of hilarity.

Rebeca pushes Luis,

he is held up by Linda, Luis attacks Roberto, who finally
knocks Luis to the ground (257-260).
Roberto now takes Linda by the arm, pushing her out,
saying she will have a lot of explaining to do.
back with teary eyes upon Rebeca and Luis.
ing over Luis asking if he hurts.
claro que me duele. Que esperabas?

She looks

Rebeca is hover¬

Angrily he retorts: "Pues
Por tu maldita culpa me

partieron todo el hocico (260)!” (Of course it hurts.

It's

your damn fault they split my snout!) She tells him not to
yell at her, he yells anyway.
sweethearts, she runs out.

Crying that they are no longer

Luis.arises and seats himself,

also crying, as Jeremias sits against the wall opposite and
unsympathetically tells him to shut up.
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Jeremias addresses the audience telling them never to
believe in appearances.

The closing quotation sums up the

whole matter of confusion of motives and the duplicity of
the teacher’s actions:
But still in closing let me say for those too
sick to see: "Though nothing shows, someone
knows, I wish that one was me."
By the use of a quotation in English, we sense the
influence upon the writer of Anglo culture.

In this in¬

stance, the psychological viewpoint is included and serves
to describe the characters involved.
The story theme of an older woman intent upon seducing
a young boy develops in sequential fashion, with Linda's
character

slowly being exposed.

The other theme is that of

youthful confusion in the face of more expert manipulators,
youth’s lack of experience creating hilarity for those who
are only spectators.

While this is not a profound tragedy,

it nevertheless implies suffering for Rebeca in sensing, and
for Luis in confusion, over what is occurring.
^And above all, do not misunderstand me....Yesterday
you maintained that you did not like that child Rebeca, and
today you arrive closely holding hands..I"suppose you must
like her somewhat to have neglected your work so much.
2YOU really think I'm pretty (252)?
What a flirta¬
tious boy you are...leave that child...come to my house to
study with me and you will see how well prepared you will
get to be (252).
*7

You interest me is because, simply, I like you...you
should pay attention to me (252).

LA TERCERA LEY DE NEWTON
(NEWTON’S THIRD LAW)
by Leticia Tellez

Cast of Characters:

Violeta

--student, age 17

Cuthberto--fellow student, age 19
Professor

Place: A classroom in a university
Time: The Present
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Leticia Téllez, born1952, is a student at the Nation¬
al Polytechnical Institute, specializing in physio-mathém'a?
tics.

This play has been published and shown on television

during 1970.

Têllez has acted in drama workshops.

It is not

surprising that this work should bear, at least in title,
some relation to her studies.
La tercera ley is a realistic moment taken from col¬
lege student life.

A seventeen>year^-old is in love with and

having an affair with her professor?-an older man.
does not know that Dante del Castillo is married.

Violeta
(It might

be noted that Dante del Castillo is the name of a fellowwriter of plays, one of which will be reviewed in this group.)
Newton's third law is that mass plus acceleration
equals force.

The insistence of Cuthbert's steady invita¬

tions that the professor is married might be considered
acceleration.

The force is the final result as she rebounds

to Cuthbert.
The scene is a classroom, at front, the door and a
big blackboard.

At the right, a desk.

and a work table.

At the left, books

Violeta is seated at the table, reading.

Cuthbert is writing on the board a large heart, inserting
the words

"Cube mi

Cube and Violet my Violet."

The word

"mi" is in Spanish for Cube, and-k'my" in English for Violet.
Violeta is reviewing the law of action and
Cuthbert has not been paying attention.

reaction.

He asks for repeti¬

tion indicating his understanding by saying that if, for
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example, I like you a lot, by Newton's logic, you should
like me equally and therefore we should be sweethearts.
Violeta reprimands him for inattention; he blames her
for being a distraction.

She explains to him that she just

is not interested in him and he, in typical youthful cajole¬
ment, argues, telling her how truly attractive he is.

His

heart is breaking, , but he could glue it back together.
says it should be sufficient to intend to study.

He

Should

that not work, then with faith and copying, he could manage
to get good grades.

He reminds her that the last shall be

the first.
We have now established the boy's lack of seriousness
in his studies.

His home background has been established in

his mention that he expects to receive a motorcycle as a
gift.
The professor enters, frowning at the sight of Cuthbert.

The second segment (227) shows the professor greeting

Violeta and offering to help Cuthbert inasmuch as he needs
it.

Cuthbert smacks his lips and winks at Violeta as he

leaves.

When they are alone, Violeta embraces the professor,

using the familiar form of address.
The professor shows his jealousy and possessiveness in
his questions about Cuthbert.

Using the past tense, he says

he should have understood that he is a man and Violeta but a
child.
ing.

Thus is revealed that their intimacy is of long stand
The conversation reaches a high point with his announce
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ment that he has been offered a post in Monterrey.
Segment 3 (230) indicates Violeta*s surprise.
begs him to take her with him.

She

He becomes uncomfortable,

reminding her of friends, family, her career, his age.
insists she will follow him at any cost.

She

He embraces her in

a pacification tactic and she is contented.

Here a plateau

has been reached in the play, but he continues to talk,
flatteringly acknowledging her wisdom, inserting the hope
that she will understand what he is going to tell her, that
she consider well before passing judgment.

After some loving

remarks he nervously reveals that he is married'.

This is the

climax of the story.
Violeta shocked, can only repeat; "Married" ("Ca sa
do,")

(231).

He continues to talk, saying he will obtain a

divorce and take her with him.

Because of her youth, he had

not been sure of her love and had not proposed this before.
The shock of the disclosure is still in the air as she
turns to the professor, voicing her disgust and disillusion
with him for having hidden his marital state.

He flounders,

trying to convince her of his sincerity now just as she had
convinced him of her sincere desire to be with him.

She is

adamant, refusing to accept explanations or apologies.

He

leaves the room.
There is a short pause and a transition as Violeta
controls her tears as she leans against the desk..
Cuthbert returns, greeting her.

He notes her distress
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which she denies.

He tells her of a party to be held the

following Saturday and asks her to go with him.

Cuthbert's.

astonished "What!" comes out in English, when Violeta accepts.
Violeta is crying and he can’t understand why, except that it
may be from emotion.

She agrees, "Yes, it is from emotion!"

brought about by her final capitulation.
The theme of this work is disillusion.

The older man

has been playing a game whose rules were not known by the
young girl, the rules having been distorted by a person sup¬
posedly in a position of trust.

The story is dramatic and

tragic as honest feelings are abused by the older generation's
cynicism.
As the story develops, the onlooker’s interest is held
consistently.

There is curiosity at the climactic moment of

the uncovering oftheprofessor's perfidy as to whether the
young girl will persist.

Her revulsion evokes sympathy and

understanding that she is suffering by her acceptance of
Cuthbert.

However, there is mental applause of the youthful

adherence to obedience to the rules of her society which dis¬
allows emotional entaglements with married men.
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EL PALETERO TENIA RAZON
(THE ICE-CREAM VENDOR WAS RIGHT)
by MIGUEL ANGEL TENORIO

Cast of Characters:

Mr. Alfa

- clerical employee, age 45 to 50,
the superior of Mr. Gamma

Mr. Gamma - clerical employee, age 25
Chavo

male student, age 17

Chava

female student, age 17

The woman - a housewife of the middle class, age 40
The Vendor- man about age 40

Place:

Mexico City

Time:

1968
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Miguel Angel Tenorio, born 1954, is a student of
electronic engineering.

He has published two! plays and is

founder and director of the cultural supplement of "Graphic
Sports."
The theme of this play is lack of comprehension be¬
tween generations.
present.

It is a realistic commentary on the

On a background of rhetoric, interest is maintain¬

ed in the play by the entrance of the different personages
who join their voices in the conversations.
reason is that of the Ice-Cream Vendor.

The voice of

The students re¬

present restless youth, experimenting and iconoclastic.
Alfa and the housewife represent the status quo--the estab¬
lishment- -a way of life they wihh to preserve.

Gamma--

Alfa's employee--represents the soul which has obliterated
personality and mind for the security of the job, the sell¬
out to the establishment.
The curtain

opens on a bus stop.

There is a tree to

a little of stage right, there is another at the extreme
right.

At the bus sign near the tree stand Messrs. Alfa and

Gamma.

At the other tree, stand Chavo and Chava.
In segment 1 (263), Mr. Alfa is telling Gamma how fond

he is of him since he has come to work in his office and fol¬
lowed his guidance in keeping away from the strikes of the
students who think they are going to change society by throw¬
ing stones at policemen, which is not the way it is, he que»ries, Mr. Gamma agrees.

The two students are also waiting
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for the bus.

Their conversation is of irritation that the

buses are not moving and they have to go to the meeting to
see whether they are to go on strike themselves.

Chava wants

to go home and face her family after being away for three
days.
We hear the words of Mr. Alfa saying that Gamma must
also be against free love, just as he himself is.

Here is

the hint that the two students have been living together.
Gamma agrees.

Alfa says that the buses are probably being

held up by the riff-raff.

Gamma agrees (263).

The vendor offers his popsicles and Mr. Alfa wants to
know why the buses are late.

The vendor thinks it is because

of the students, to which Alfa replies that they--the stu-.
dents--don't want to study (264).

The Paletero says that

there are some students who do want to study.

Alfa says

that what they need is discipline, etc., etc.

Gamma agrees

with everything that Alfa says.
The offering of the popsicles is a transition, a way
of breaking up what could become monotonous conversation.
The characters have now been established, their background
and history made evident from their conversations and the
theme of attempted moderation has entered through the Pale¬
tero fs placating remarks.
"yes" man.

Gamma has been established as the

The housewife appears, asking Paletero;about the

bus stop, as she buys a popsicle (264).

Housewife, Alfa,

and Gamma converse about the slow bus service, while the
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relationship between the students is further developed.
They talk of the possible need to get to school on foot and
the boy tells the girl to buy ice cream from the Paletero.
She searches in her purse for the money, expressing the hope
that the buses should not strike.

It is noted here that it

is the girl who is doing the purchasing, we can tell now
that she is supporting him (264).
When Alfa mentions he has been waiting fifteen minutes
for the bus and complains about the service, saying that the
students are aiming at cutting off the people's bus service.
The Paletero interposes that they have to do something, al¬
though they could do better.

He is not allowed to finish.

The housewife interrupts that they only want to make trouble,
she is sure that the only thing that will happen is a dicta¬
torship like Cuba.

Alfa agrees (265).

In segment 4 (265) the Paletero tells the men that
they are judging without hearing them out.

Alfa retorts

that there is nothing to hear, the truth is that they wish to
establish Communism, free love, throw out the church, Christ
tiânity...if he were president, he'd sentence them to forced
labor, the bums, the drug addicts, the degenerates that they
are (265).
The girl asks whether Alfa would think the same if
they were his own children, astonishing and angering him as
he replies that his children are well trained, obedient.
The boy asks Gamma if he agrees, and Alfa interposes that
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Gamma thinks what hé--Alfa--thinks'.

Gamma agrees.

The boy asks the Paletero if he would like to have
children like Alfa.

The Paletero replies that not exactly,

while they should be obedient (we might call him the pallia¬
tive Paletero!),

yet...Alfa interrupts, the woman inter¬

rupts, the girl enters the conversation, and the boy, Alfa,
and the Paletero enter into an argument on the subject of
obedience of children who are so because either they want
something or they are stupid (266).
Alfa becomes vituperative and the Paletero is unable
to interject a single word.

The woman strikes at the girl,

calling her and the boy Communists (267).

When the girl

strikes back, the woman goes for the police while Gamma tim¬
idly stands in front of the boy.
The voice of reason--the Paletero--tries to get them
to stop, to wait, please.
girl and Alfa.

He places himself between the

The girl starts to strike at him and then

Alfa also hits him.

Gamma and the boy tangle and fall.

The

Paletero falls beside them with the girl and Alfa striking at
him.
tero.

The boy arises, kicks at Gamma, then goes at the Pale¬
The Paletero is crying:

M

Ay, wait!”

What! are you do¬

ing" (267)?
The excitement has reached a peak when Gamma gets up
and starts striking at the Paletero.

All continue to hit the

fallen Peletero until he stops yelling.
All is calm now and the four start talking to each
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other, conjecturing as to what the Paletero's. intentions
might have been.

They are all friends now,: the boy goes off

with the girl and the Paletero is still knocked out as the
curtain falls.
The introductory theme is the quotation from Bob Dy¬
lan: ^
How
and
The
The

many times can a man turn his head
pretend that he just doesn't see
answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind
answer is blowing in the wind.

The play is a call for communication and interchange of ideas
between young and old.

The poor Paletero has, unfortunately,

suffered the fate of those who stand for reasoned discourse
and moderation in the midst of hysteria.
aside, trampled, unheeded.

He has been "blown"

RIESGO, VIDRIO!
(DANGER’ GLASS’)
by DANTE DEL CASTILLO

Cast of Characters:

Graciela- -the mother
Luîs
Judith

-the high-school boy
- -the sister

Jorge

-the older brother, age about 21

Rafael

-the father

Time:

The Present

Place:

Mexico City
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Dante del Castillo was born in 194.6.

He graduated

from the university as a metalurgical engineer.
a scholarship
tion.

He received

for 1971-72 from the Mexican Authors' Associa¬

Two of his plays have been printed in anthologies and

were produced; another was published in 1973.

He has acted

and directed in theatre workshops and received honorable men¬
tion for his work in those categories.
The theme of the frustrations encountered in living
runs throughout the play.

The father's difficult job, his

failure to dominate his son, the son's denied ambition, the
mother in her traditional submissive role, the younger broth¬
er

and

sister prevented from viewing television.
The characters portrayed are flat, neither profound

nor complex, placed on a traditional background of a home
situation that must appear many times all over the world.
The opening scene is the dining room of a middle-class
home.

The staircase to the upstairs is visible through the

door.

Luis--the schoolboy--is lying on the floor, presumably

writing his lessons.

He and his sister argue over which sta¬

tion to have on television.

Graciela--the mother--warns them

to shut it off as their father will be angry.
comes downstairs clad in a houserobe.

The father

He wants to watch the

sports program, insisting upon having his meal as he watches,
despite the fact that the table has been set for the meal.
Judith--the daughter--tries to reason with her father
about thé use of the set, but the father asserts his superior
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and prior rights.
band.

Graciela attempts to reason with her hus¬

He is adamant, reminding them that he was the one who

bought it and for himself.

Luis states he cannot do his

homework with all the noise going on and father objects to
Graciela's suggestion that he use father's desk in another
room.

In order to defuse the scene, the mother sends Luis

out to buy bread.

Here we see a normal, happily unhappy

household with the mother deploying her troops in order to
maintain peace.
The father asks for comprehension also, as he repeats
how difficult his job is and his need for quiet when he is
home.

Graciela complains that there no longer is any con¬

versation with him, that it is the television set that ab¬
sorbs him.

She asks that he be less severe with the children

and to show them the affection that he has for them.

The

first one he should try to win over, she says, is the eldestRafael--who wants to talk with his father about his ambition
to study civil aeronautics (199). The father is not in sym¬
pathy, reminding Graciela that Rafael had not completed his
business course.

However, he agrees he will talk with Rafael

This segment affirms the father's impatience and lack of com¬
munication with his family.
In the next segment (201), Rafael timidly approaches
his father who is still watching the television program.
mother shuts it off, to the father's annoyance.

His

The latter's

inattention to the real request of his son makes him agree to

help him, but when he clarifies the matter, the father
retracts.

He will help Rafael only in the career he has

chosen for his son.

The reinforcement of the theme of self¬

ishness of the father is apparent here, just as we have seen
the conciliatory role of the mother.

In the father’s action

is the pressure to conform imposed by the older upon the
younger and dependent generation.

Rafael leaves the house

in anger.
Emotions have been stirred, conflict has been estab¬
lished, as a form of transition is inserted (204/5),

reaf¬

firming the mother's conciliatory role when Judith requests
permission to go out with friend and the mother's asking
Judith to watch the meat cooking in the kitchen.

This is

broken when Luis rushes in with the startling announcement
that Rafael is at that moment being taken off to jail.

The

previous climax is thus sharpened as we learn that Rafael has
delieberately broken the windows of a store, expecting to be
taken by the police.
The high point is strengthened as the father asks for
details from Luis while rejecting aid tb Rafael.

The mother,

however, throws off her submissive role, defying her husband'
orders and threats.

She is now in full possession of her

own personality as she tells the father that though admitted¬
ly he does pay the bills, the members of the family are not
pieces of property.

He taunts her that she has no money, she

says she will borrow and if she can't borrow, she will break
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any unbroken windows in order to go to jail with her son.
With her husband still highly irate, she leaves the house.
The husband has spent all his ammunition on a highly charged
scene.
Segment 5 (207) shows the father in retreat.

He ex¬

plains to his daughter his belief that he is doing his best
by his family.

He relates Rafael’s ambitions to his own

youthful ineffectual ones.

Judith is surprised at the mol¬

lified tone of her father, is moved to acknowledge that she
does not understand him.

In this segment, the excitement is

still in the background but the tension is being softened.
In segment 6 (208) the sound of police cars is heard,,
arousing interest and excitement.

The husband, in a complete

and sudden turnabout, asks Judith to get his jacket and
shoes, dresses hurriedly and tells her, astonishingly; ’’Look,
if you want, you may watch the television? (208)'.

Adding to

her astonishment he says she may watch any station she
chooses.

He is about to leave the house without shoes, as

Luis calls his attention to it.

Here is visible the emotional

workings of the father, as excitement is increased.
Since Judith had been in the kitchen all the while,
she does not understand what has occurred.

As father leaves,

he expresses the hope that he may arrive on time and Luis
comments that it would have been better had he gone with
mother.

His explanations to Judith are not heard above the

sound of the police sirens and the curtain falls.
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In this play, the theme is the "Generation Gap"
which is not confined^ obviously,only to Mexican family life.
There is the lack of comprehension and the selfishness on
the part of parents, in this case, of the father.
is traditional in form.

This work

The point of departure-for all of

the action is the television set which the father does not
wish to share with the two younger members of the family.
He believes that his duty to his family is fulfilled when he
works hard and provides for their material needs. ' There is
the typical mother who is submissive to her husband until
her son’s safety and well-being are threatened, when she be¬
comes like the mother tiger,

defying even the husband.

In

this play, the father demonstrates exceptional courage when
he renounces his self-image of benign despot and succumbs to
the need of his son, propelled thereto by his wife's defiance
He covers up his surrender by attributing it to another facet
of his paternal duty, that of keeping the family together.
In

his own eyes, therefore, he saves "face" while in effect

having changed his stand.
There is, however, also a plea to youth for some toler
ance and understanding of the problems of the older genera-'
tion, which is an element hidden behind the ostensible in¬
transigence of a domineering parent.
sideration, too.

This facet merits con¬

CHAPTER IV
PHILOSOPHIC INQUIRY AND CONFLICT

Mental conflict, the making of decisions, can require
greater skill for exposition than physical conflict.

The

two characters of the two following plays--Mînimo and Markheim--are faced with crucial choices.
Mînimo's awakening, his wanting to know, makes a hero
of an automaton.

Note that the author has given Mînimo

greater stature by using the word "want," not "needy" in the
title.

Strength and courage come with his desire, but he has

a life-and-death conflict--if he wants to know, he needs to
kill himself.

His death, which is a revolt against resigna¬

tion, is not a tragedy; it becomes a symbol of his salvation
as he supposedly enlarges upon the avenue of his mind, in
pursuit of an answer to his questioning of why he is a nobody.
We see the transition from belief to doubt to extreme defi¬
ance in the quest for truth.
Markheim, admitting his destiny is to be evil, also
revolts.

His conflict consists of whether to resign himself

to his destiny or to fight against it.

In this case, the

fight is in non-action, which he chooses.

His capture by the

police also has the element of hope and salvation by atone-
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ment , so the work cannot be called a tragedy.
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MINIMO QUIERE SABER
(MINIMO WANTS TO KNOW)
A FARCE
BY ENRIQUE BALLESTE

Cast of Characters:

G. 0. P. P.

(Guardias-Official-Policias-Polizdnte)

Einstein
Zatopek
Pietro

Time:

Any day of the longest month

Place: The Garden of Child Prodigies
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Enrique Ballesté, born. 1946, was a student of Philos¬
ophy and Literature at the National University.

He is a

composer and interpreter of songs, having worked semi-professionally along these lines.

He has also acted and direct¬

ed with university workshops.
His list of credits is long.

"Alguna parte, Algûn

tiempo" (Some place, some time) was played at the Hidalgo
Theatre in 1967.

"Vida y obra de Dalomismo" (Life and Work

of Makesnodifference) was shown at the Comonfort Theatre in
1969, winning the Celestino-Gorostizà prize.

"La historia

de un senor del Brasil" (Story of a Man from Brazil) was re¬
corded and broadcast by the university’s radio in 1970.

In

1973, "Una familia de gorilas en su ambiente natural" (A
Family of Gorillas in Natural Habitat) was published.
Minimo quiere saber, acted in and directed by the author, has
seen several stagings at the university.
"Minimo" is a political and social commentary upon
bureaucracy and its unimaginative manner of handling the af¬
fairs of man.

It is an observation of the insecurity and

egoism of science, upon man’s real insignificance in the face
of larger problems as well as religion and the unknown.
such, it tells no story of strife.
there is very little action.

As

Its satire is not broad,

We do not believe it would

entertain any large-size public.
The story treats of a garden, somewhat like a private
club or a research center.

It is mindful of the island of
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Delos where only the Gods were permitted to abide.

Into

this garden only genius children are allowed entry, al¬
though occasionally an unqualified person filters in, only
to be disposed of.
The appearance of a policeman-guardian brings the
problem of his extermination.

Einstein and Zatopek decide

to create a dilemma not covered in the guidebooks so that in
despair the policeman may leave.

Admitting his incapacity

to properly assess the complaints brought before him, Minimo?the policeman--injects an unexpected twist, showing that even
science’s most careful conjectures may contain a flaw.

He

himself demands justice, the justice that will tell him why
he is always a failure.

To this end, he kills himself in

order to come before the highest Judge.

The angle provoked

by the courage Minimo has demonstrated by desiring to know,
is that this curiosity could possibly convert him into the
kind of person who has a right to return there.
The story ends on an optimistic note;

Zatopek says

that Minimo will return on the day in which two and two do
not make only four, but on that day, all the geniuses will be
done for.

Einstein replies: "No, on that day they will begin.

Good luck, Minimo" (292).
This work, classified by Ballesté as a farce, is cer¬
tainly in the realm of the fantastic but it is provocative in
its satire and the chain of thoughts it arouses.
Pietro opens the play.

He introduces himself as your
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"chef de cuisine" on the regular program of "The Stomach
Obliges."

He will introduce the most**coveted recipe—-a

worldly dessert which bears the exotic name "Police to the
Suicide" because of the costly ingredients (271):
One Idea, more or less clear, preferably washed and peeled
One tender Policeman - by "tender" is meant new in the
service.

For best results, this policeman should

be happy in his work and firmly decided to advance
in the service.
Two children, 8 or 9 years old, certified to be geniuses.
They should have diabolic smiles, criminal appetites,
but basically sweet.
Though few, these ingredients are available only to
the well-to-do. There is no set preparation method, it has
always been made up on a moment’s inspiration.

They should

be put together and cooked in a medium-size theatre, stirred,
adding a good bit of scenery and an assorted handful of
lights.

It is necessary to have a few spectators, which will

please the cook.

The dish should be decorated with a hand¬

kerchief of frustration and clerical garb from the nearest
convent.

The lights should be added slowly, with bits of

music thrown in.
This presentation, here abbreviated somewhat, obvious¬
ly sets the tone of the play.
In the second segment, GOPP: excitedly announces to
Carlota, who never makes an appearance, his joy at finally
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passing, with the maximum of maximums, the requirements for
becoming a GOPP.

She may now be proud of her Mlnimo, he who

always failed, the good-for-nothing, who is now managing to
become somebody with a future and maybe achieve the glory of
being the supreme.
(272).

Maybe she will now consent to marry him

He tells her he is stationed at the garden of the

children who are the Future Foundation of the Nation, taking
care of the future fodder of the country.

He promises to be

exemplary, stable, honorable, punctual, sincere, and marvel¬
ous.

Serious as wax, implacable as the mosquito... sweet as

the afternoon, understanding as a grandma, etc....She will
be able to embrace her Minimo, knowing that he is a Maximo,
a Maximo who will become a model for the statue of the
Guardias-Oficiales-Pblicias-Polizontes of the city (273).
There is no transition as ZatopeR- and Einstein appear
on the scene.

They are searching for something that Sofocles

told them is the most dangerous type, the one that uses con¬
ciliatory tactics.

Einstein says they should remain true to
-4

their pledge, that only a prodigy- like themselves should be
allowed entrance, otherwise their theories of fusion and
fission, disintegration, decomposition, putrefaction might
collapse.

They come upon something that looks like a statue

that had not been there the day before (273-4).
GOPP.

It is a model

(Einstein addresses the audience asking who dared leave

that statue in their garden.)

ZatopeR says it looks like a

recent work, could it be a celebrated man?

Einstein says he
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had no information that they had been conferred any new .
honor. They inspect the statue more closely.

It is impossi¬

ble that it be a genius-type GOPP because the first require¬
ment to become one is to give up any brains,
canceling any possibility of genius.

automatically

In any case,

this be what Sofocles had warned them about?

could

"Well, you

know Sofocles, he only needs to see a child kissing his moth¬
er in order to create the most-moving and intricate drama"
(27S). What might be considered a transition is GOPP saying,
addressing Carlota:

"Is it not true that I am worthy of de¬

ference?. . .All day long I will follow the sacred mission of
preserving the future of civilization"

(275).

The scientists--Einstein § Zatopek--walk around the
figure of GOPP,

deciding they will use their intelligence to

dispose of him now that they are certain of what it is.

They

greet GOPP who,

they say, is very courageous and very good

with children.

GOPP returns their greeting, assuring them

that he will be guarding them day and night.

He states that

his mission is to find the thieves who plan to steal the
park,

remove the trees and the birds,

black market.

to sell them on the

It is an anti-children world organization.

They will be coming with mechanical shovels,
agents,

and 600 helicopters.

ray-guns,

2,000

The scientists continue plot=

ting a plan to rid themselves of GOPP.
There is music and a pause.
a slide.

Two shouts are heard.

Children are playing on

Zatopek and Einstein have
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hit each other’s knees on reaching the bottom of slides
placed facing each other.

Each accuses the other of .attempt¬

ing to destroy his knees.

GOPP tries to convince them that

it was only an accident, but they insist upon making an offi¬
cial complaint of mass assassination, an international catas¬
trophe.

There is excitement and a climax is reached as the

scientists' plot seems to be surfacing.
There is a change of light, a change of time (280).
Einstein tells that he had received a blow on the knees when
he was a child which made him walk like a wooden soldier.
In time, he overcame this difficulty and became a great
scientist.

Yesterday, while preparing the formula for the

Death Bomb, a vial fell, mixing with radioactive XYZ.

In

trying to prevent this, his knees refused to respond.

That

childhood injury, reappearing, caused the death of 800 male
and 800 female employees, 250 children, 7 watchmen, 3 por¬
ters,

2 policemen, and a dog.

He considers himself innocent,

however, and holds the person responsible who did not punish
the one who gave him the initial blow on the knees.
A bell sounds.
Zatopek also has the same childhood knee injury, which
he was able to overcome, becoming a football player, known
worldwide as ”Zato.”

Yesterday, in the world-championship

contest, between our ’’Linepullers” and the Samoan ’’Coconuts”
with

seven minutes to play, score 0-0-0, he had the ball,

but his legs gave way as he ran because that childhood injury
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had reappeared.

This caused the deaths of 8,000 fans, 300

peanut venders, 6 ushers, 4 cashiers, 2 policemen, and a
dog.

He considers as guilty that person who did not punish

the one responsible for his first knee injury.
The light changes, there is a time change.

This seg¬

ment (281) shows GOPP amazed that such a simple accident
should have caused so many deaths and he wants to get a doc¬
tor to avoid the scientists’ turning into wooden soldiers.
But they insist this was not an accident, it is GOPP's duty
to find and punish the guilty party, to avoid terrible conse¬
quences similar to those they have recounted.

Since it is

for a noble cause, GOPP says he will undertake the task, but
since each accuses the other, he asks that they not compli¬
cate it.

He confides that this is his first day on the job.

Consulting his guide book, he asks what weapon was used,
they state it was a pair of knees.

He cannot find such a

weapon listed in the index, they are both set free.

They

protest in the name of the historical damage of past experi¬
ences.

They nag him, each makes a sworn declaration with

exactly the same wording in each.
GOPP is confused, then arrests them both, but they
protest that only one is wrong and the other is right.
could he justify this before his superiors?

How

Besides, by this

action, he will be impeding their beneficial work, like those
that accrued as by-products of the atomic bomb.

Zatopek

cries out that he is being cheated, since he is a child who
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expects everything from the world who sees now that it is
better to act rather than anticipate.

So, he states he is

going to strike him in the name of Disoriented Youth.
When GOPP offers to seek the aid of another officer,
they protest that the guilty one will escape while GOPP is
away.

Continuing thus, they convince GOPP that he is un¬

worthy of the uniform he wears. GOPP breaks down, admitting
his inadequacy.

Addressing Carlota, he confesses that he

had not passed with the highest grades, that he had had to
buy the uniform, that he remains the one whom nobody re¬
spects, whom everybody ignores.
GOPP begs for the scientists' understanding when they
tell him that he should leave.

He cannot face anybody.

He

will remain where it was his last chance to be somebody.
But, he senses that somewhere (287) behind all this, an in¬
justice is being done him.

Now he is converted into the one

demanding justice and they should be the ones to give it to
him.
The next segment (287-9) develops the theme of justice.
GOPP presents his claim, swearing to tell the truth, etc.,
giving his background of eternal disappointments, the possible
loss of his sweetheart.

All had been going well until he had

been presented with a situation not contained in the guide
book.
They ask what kind of justice he wants.

They can give

only the justice of genius which prohibits the entry of people
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other than themselves in this garden.

He refuses.

They offer him the justice of PhDs, of writers, of
businessmen, of chauffeurs, all of which require that nobody
unlike them be allowed entry.

He wants the justice which

will tell him why he is called "Minimo" and why he always fails.

he is not small -

What Minimo wants to know is why

the justice is not one and the same for all.
Segment 10 (290) indicates that, needing an answer to
all those questions, probably GOPP needs divine justice, the
justice of the God who has supposedly created him.

Einstein

says he has been a judge only 8 or 9 years, but according to
hearsay, he thinks God can answer the questions.

But they

cannot take GOPP into His presence: there are complications.
He might find that God is a myth, a dream.

But, if He exists,

He should answer. Mother complication is the price: it
costs a life, his life.

GOPP insists and shoots himself.

This is the climax of the play.

Here Einstein says a

part of him feels sad and he believes they should be silent
and sad because this occurrence is supposed to be sad.

There

is a pause, then music, when Einstein says he thinks that is
about enough of silence to have indicated his sadness (291)!
With no room to bury GOPP, they suggest standing him
up as a statue, despite the fact that he was not a genius.
So, perhaps, those who are coming to steal the trees may
steal him also and sell him in the black market.

However,

referring back to the flaw in the scientific plot, Einstein
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notes that, if GOPP had the courage to seek his rights from
God, he will have the courage to come hack to enjoy them.
Then it will be that Minimo gets the highest grades and will
be the greatest of geniuses.

Note the sly reference to re¬

surrection or reincarnation.
Zatopek says that GOPP will return on the day on
which 2 and 2 do not make just 4.

But on that day all of us

geniuses will be finished, he opines.
"On that day, they will begin.

"No," says Einstein,

Good luck, Minimo."

The note of optimism on which this play ends leaves a
smile on the departing audience to cover the perturbation
which might have been aroused by more profound analysis of
the message contained.

The realization that in the depth of

less-gifted minds there may exist an "unforeseeable" which
might inspire the more-endowed mentalities to greater dis¬
coveries out of the present unknown gives hope to us all.
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MARKHEIM
BY JUAN TOVAR

Cast of Characters:

The Merchant, implied to be a man of advanced age
Markheim, a man of about age 35
The Stranger, the part of the Stranger may be
taken by the Merchant

Place: A dark shop filled with antiques and various
items at one side, door to street.

At other

side, door leading to interior, near which
there is a full-size mirror.

There are many

clocks which are not seen, but their ticking
will be heard throughout the play in a variety
of tones and beats.
Time:

Christmas Day, London, XIX Century
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Juan Tovar, born 1941, was a chemistry student until
being attracted by literature at age 21.

His prolific talent

and genius has emerged in cinema, hovels, and plays.

He has

received a number of prizes in various competitions.

His

movie drama--"Pueblo fantasma"—(Ghost Town), received third
prize in 1966.

His stories, grouped under the title "Hombre

en la oscuridad" (Man in Darkness}» received honorable men¬
tion in 1963.

Prizes were awarded to his "Los misterios del

reino" (The Mysteries of the Kingdom) in 1966,

"La Plaza"

(The Town Square) in 1968, "La muchacha en el balcôn" (The
Girl on the Balcony) in 1970.

Other works published have

been "El mar bajo la tierra" (The Underear.th5.Sea)

(1967),

"De oxdas" (By Hearsay) (1971), and "Coloquio de la rueda y
su centro" (Conversation Between the Wheel and its Axle)
(1973).

Due to appear soon is his "Muera Villa!" (Down with

Villa).
The Mexican Writers' Association awarded him a schol¬
arship for 1964-5, and in 1970, he received a Diploma of
Honor from the State of Puebla.
The play Markheim was written in 1971 and was shown by
a university workshop group.

With such an impressive list of

original works to his credit, it is to be wondered that he
should have chosen to put into theatre form the work of anoth¬
er author.

We think that he was possibly impressed by its

philosophical message and its pertinence to today.

He has

been faithful to the original, never losing one moment of its

«
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dramatic value as he leads the audience into its final
thought-provoking message.
A nervous Markheim is permitted entry on Christmas
Day by the antique dealer who already had known him.

Rather

than selling, Markheim states he wishes to buy a gift.

In

an XV-century mirror, Markheim sees a reminder of years,
therefore an inappropriate gift.
the throat.

He stabs the merchant in

Contemplating the body, he says; "So small,

more puny than in life" (p. 42).

To himself, he says: "You

were afraid of this, yet it is nothing more than a broken
mechanism" (p. 42).
The clocks sound the hour of three.

The ticking of

the clocks is an integral part of atmosphere and action:
slow until now, it picks up pace here.

Markheim drags the

body to hide it before the servant's return.

He talks of

other ways in which this deed could have been accomplished,
other choices, thus we learn that

impulse was a factor in

this action.
Throwing back the articles he has hastily collected,
he reflects that what he needs is cash.

He notes how many

mirrors and watches there are, the first things that are dis
posed of when ill fortune strikes.

Here the inference could

be of how little time means to those who have no means to en
joy it.

The mirrors are rèminders of the sins we commit and

the mask we wear, the symbol of our pretenses which are use¬
less when we have no means with which to support them.
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The tension builds as Markheim thinks he hears some¬
one knocking.

Passing by a mirror, he laughs at the reflec¬

tion of the assassin he sees in it, because that is what
"they" will call him if he is caught.
from the inner door comes The Stranger,

Interest tautens as
saying; "You

called me?"
Markheim denies knowing The Stranger.

His life has

been a travesty, he has lived to deny his nature (45).

The

mask he wears is thicker than most, but he thinks he could
tear it off, had he time (45).

To The Stranger’s doubts,

Markheim replies that since birth, he has been dragged by
circumstance...in reality, evil is repugnant to him (45).
The Stranger cynically offers to help him find the money,
but Markheim refuses to do anything to deliver himself to
evil.

Markheim says he is being misjudged because he was

discovered in the act, but The Stranger shrugs off the pro^
test.
margin.

To him, virtue differs from sin by only a ridiculous
Both are scythes for the Angel of Death.

For him,

evil is of character, not of action, he loves the evil man,
not the evil act (46).

But Markheim states that this act,

having brought him both wealth and a lesson, he is resolved
to be himself, heeding something reaching him from out of the
past.

The Stranger is unimpressed, pointing out the steady

disintegration of Markheim’s life, to have reached a point
now where he is irrevocably evil.
When The Stranger again offers to show Markheim the
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location of thé money, Markheim asks: "And Grace?" . The
Stranger replies: "Have you not already sought it in your
visits to the church, in your emotions on hearing the mu.- ':
sic...

(48)?

The ticking is slowing down, the maid is

knocking at the door outside.

Excitement is again built up

with The Stranger’s proposal to now kill her to gain time.
Knife in hand, Markheim goes to the door, but The Stranger
makes him hide the knife.

Markheim, however, stops, shaking

his head and says to The Stranger:
If I am condemned to evil action, there is only
one way out: I can stop acting. My love for the
good may be sterile, but I have yet my hatred of
the evil (48) .
The Stranger smiles, almost transformed, disappearing through
the mirror as Markheim stares after him.
Going to the door, Markheim drops the knife to the
floor, telling the servant: "Go for the police.
ed your employer" (49).

I have kill¬

The clocks return to their normal

rhythm, the lights dim, and Markheim goes back into the shop
to wait.
Perhaps it was Tovar's motive to write a modern-moral¬
ity play.

He may have been impelled to this work by a desire

to stress the theme of the duality of human nature, present¬
ing the ancient conflict between good and evil within the
whole.

In any case, Tovar has done the world of the theatre

a great benefit in bringing back into current thought both
the conflict and its suspenseful development.

The philosophy

of freedom of choice, although negatively resolved here in

its choice of non-action, leads to: the final solution of
the struggle.

And in this negation comes the positive act

of repentance and grace.
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CONCLUSION

A playwright, attempting to draw a picture of life in
one act, has to achieve an acceleration factor inherent in
the medium.

He must plant his theme and ripen it rapidly to

a climax and a finale.

The artistry in words, eloquence,

and movement must be finely honed to extract the utmost
meaning from every detail.
Fourteen of the works examined here are short.

The

fifteenth is a dramatization of a story--”Markheim"--which,
though about one hundred years old, is as pertinent today,
even in its philosophic stimulation.

We cannot, however,

consider it an original work.
Reviewing the plays with an eye to delineating what
is exclusively Mexican, results in an interesting realization.
Even where the situation has an especially local flavor, the
truth of humanity’s world pain (Weltschmerz), its bewilder¬
ment, and its inadequacy in the face of change, of instabil¬
ity and of callousness, makes the theme a universal problem
or condition.
It is surprising that the wealth of the pageantry of
the nation’s history has not been tapped by these young
writers for background material.

Nevertheless, it is grati-
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fying that Mexico is being offered the message of the human
condition from its own writers, in their

own vernacular,

whereas, until recently, this came to them either from Spain
or through translations of foreign works.
This does not mean that these writers are not reflec¬
tive in one degree or another of foreign trends or inspira¬
tions.

One encounters absurdity and brechtian distancing.

Short plays are necessarily based less upon action than on
character development.

In the use of English words, excerpts

from literature and Anglo music, we sense the result of a
contorted view of American predominance.

However, the tradi¬

tional, linear depictions are, as a matter of course, the
most popular with the Mexican theatre-goer who is not as
numerous as might be hoped.
Is this theatre didactic?

Not explicitly so, though

in its philosophic inquiry an implicit lesson is to be learn¬
ed, and in "Markheim" it openly preaches.
Is it political?

Except for veiled references in

"Los Colmillos," the subject has been avoided.

This is under¬

standable when we realize that eighty per cent of Mexican
theatre is under government auspices.
Are there any novelties in presentation?

The use of

the narrator who is also protagonist is a replacement of the
older and quite tedious use of "asides," which to a degree
are still in use.

The narrator-protagonist technique more

dramatically underlines the protagonist’s part, holding the
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spectator's interest more consistently.

The use of shadow

effect, as when, against the backdrop, the son drags the
drunken father back home, the use of enlarged photographs
which dramatize the whale at the "Colmillos" story's end,
combines pantomime with spoken drama.
sharpens the attention.

It breaks the tedium,

Pantomime itself is occasionally

employed, but, most effective in involving the audience is
the use of the direct address by one of the characters.
The deft employment of language is remarkable.

In no

case is there use of a vocabulary above the average, and the
dominance of the vernacular, whether vulgar or colloquial,
reinforces the veracity of the humanity and the situation.
That the government censors themes explains why only
delicately is a

politician lampooned and why nowhere is

there emphasis on the theme of hunger and poverty.
It has been pleasantly revealing to observe how wellworn themes have been given a refreshing treatment by changing-,
the style of story telling.
We cannot help but observe that in those works not
classified as "farce," there is an undertone of pessimism, of
defeatism.

Even where there is hope, it it sad.

This may be

part of the national character which patiently has seen and
survived domination and injustice.

Ant it could easily re¬

late to the world in which we live, our own flight from pil¬
lar to post seeking shelter and security and knowing it is
not to be found.
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Where there is humor, it is sly, cynical, not boister¬
ous, frequently with the dryness of a laugh that dare not be
voiced because all about it is dour and hard.
Whether from censorship or not, pornography is absent.
There are no homosexual allusions or situations.
macho!

Viva el
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